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 Abstract 
 
As of July 2015, European Commission regulations have compelled transformer 
manufacturers to increase investment costs due to the requirement for higher efficiencies. 
Transformers form a core element in the power system and furthermore they are among the 
essential requirements for connection of active power system compensation systems. 
One of the main challenges in the expansion of a power system is the issue of eliminating 
transmission and distribution system constraints and bottlenecks. With the increased peak 
customer demand, the distribution system suffers severe power quality and continuity of 
supply issues. There is general consensus that the future power grid will need to be smart, 
fault tolerant, self-healing, dynamically controllable, and energy efficient. Such 
requirements can be achieved through fast dynamic control provided through the installation 
of FACTS (Flexible AC Transmission Systems) and CPD (Custom Power Devices) which 
can cope with the trending changes in the power system. With such devices playing an 
important role in the power system, it is essential to develop flexible integration capability 
into the distribution and transmission system. 
The Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) and Unified Power Quality Conditioner 
(UPQC) provide series and shunt compensation services to the transmission and distribution 
system. Such power compensation devices can be linked to the power system by using series 
and/or shunt transformers, which provide the flexibility of using off-the-shelf Voltage 
Source Converters (VSC) and satisfy required isolation requirements and winding 
connection options. However, the increased system cost and volume of such transformers 
entails a trade-off to more complex non-isolated connection approaches. All such drawbacks 
can by addressed by considering the benefits of utilizing the essential presence of coupling 
step-up and step-down transformers in the power system to facilitate isolated connection of 
FACTS devices and CPDs. 
Integrated magnetics have been reported in literature as coupled inductors, integrated 
inductor, and integrated transformers (several transformers sharing a common core). 
Considering FACTS and CPD applications, integrated transformers have a reduced number 
of magnetic components, which in turn reduces the whole system volume. Moreover, 
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combination of several transformers into one would facilitate sub-transmission and 
distribution transformers with special functions, which would improve power system 
stability and quality. The most relevant applications of fully and partially active transformer 
have either required complex power electronics configuration, achieving one type of 
compensation or targeted for specific application. 
This PhD dissertation proposes a new transformer, i.e., the Custom Power Active 
Transformer, characterized by a specific design of its magnetic circuit and auxiliary 
windings which allows shunt and series compensation to the power system in a single 
monolithic transformer. Such auxiliary windings are regulated using power converters 
based on power electronics. The power electronics converters are controlled based on the 
required added services to the power system which includes power flow control between 
different areas, power quality improvements, inertia emulation and several other services 
that are applicable through power electronics converters. The objective of the proposed 
transformer is to enable integration of power electronics to a transformer structure which 
empowers the transformer with added services aiding the transformer operation and power 
system flexibility. 
Single-phase and three-phase structures are modelled based on their equivalent magnetic 
circuit and analyzed through simulations, real-time simulations and experimentation. The 
presented structures have been demonstrated to operate for UPFC and UPQC applications 
to reveal the applicability of the proposed transformer for general compensation systems. 
Furthermore, benefits of the combined structure, operating limits and selection 
consideration are revealed. 
The CPAT equipped with a power converter can be utilized in distribution systems to 
control grid-current and load-voltage waveforms while operating as a step-up or step-down 
transformer between the grid and load. Moreover, it can provide other services that any 
typical shunt-series compensation arrangement provides. Design and analysis of a single-
phase CPAT is presented showing the effect of coupling between windings and transformer 
parameters affecting CPAT operation. In this PhD dissertation, control of the CPAT in a 
UPQC application is investigated to attenuate grid-current and load-voltage harmonics as 
well as compensate for reactive power requirements and mitigate grid inrush current. 
Moreover, the CPAT has been investigated to provide UPFC application services such as 
power flow control, reactive power compensation, voltage regulation and harmonics 
elimination. Simulations of the CPAT-UPFC with a stiff grid and a 5-bus power system 
demonstrates its functionality within an inter-bus coupling transformer while providing the 
required control objectives. Moreover, the impact of the CPAT-UPFC during load 
perturbations on the power system is investigated to further validate its transient and steady-
state response. 
Finally, this PhD dissertation presents the expected prospects of the CPAT and the 
possible research areas that would require development for the enhancement of the CPAT.
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CHAPTER 
1. 
 
1. Introduction  
 
his chapter introduces the background of the thesis topic, brief review of related 
topics and objectives of this PhD study. The necessity for development of a power 
electronics integrated transformer are firstly revealed. Further on, the conventional 
configurations of FACTS are explained and compared to the required goal. Then the 
recent literature approaches into achieving the required goal are briefly discussed. Finally, 
the main objectives of this thesis are explained and organized along the forthcoming 
chapters. 
1.1. Background 
In July 2015, the new European Commission regulations for manufacturing of power 
transformers was effective [1]. As the regulations states, “The availability of material to 
manufacture transformers with amorphous steel core needs further development, before 
such values of losses can be considered to become minimum requirements in the future.” 
Therefore, such regulations compel manufacturers to increase material utilization and 
quality resulting in increased investment costs [2]. Considering a power system with a 
FACTS services such as a UPFC or a UPQC shown in Fig. 1.1, the number of isolating 
transformers required significantly increases. Alongside, the growing demand of electricity 
by customers, high proliferation of non-linear loads and increased line congestion all have 
exhibited serious power quality, reliability, stability and energy price issues [3]. 
Consequently, transformer-less power converters have shown growing interest in literature 
to aid the power system as well as eliminate the requirement of an isolating transformer [4] 
[5] [6]. However, the complexity of such systems increases as the power and voltage level 
increases as presented in Fig. 1.2.  
FACTS devices propose a fast dynamic and efficient solution to maintain a reliable, 
sustainable and intelligent electric network. To overcome the complexity of transformer-
T   
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less power electronics configurations and number of isolating transformers, an integrated 
transformer design would resolve such bottle-necks. The goal of this thesis is to determine 
a transformer design that would facilitate connection of shunt and series power converters 
while achieving the required voltage matching between both electrical networks. 
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Coupling or Distribution
Transformer
Shunt
Transformer
Series
Transformer
 
Fig. 1.1. Configuration of a UPFC/UPQC in a power system. 
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Fig. 1.2. Configuration of a transformer-less compensation system. 
1.2. Summary of Integrated Compensation Systems 
The concept of integrating power converters into transformers was originally introduced 
in [7]. Recently, this concept has been further developed and improved under the name of 
“Smart Transformer” [8] [9]. This is considered among the most effective approaches [10] 
[11]. The Smart Transformer, a back-to-back converter configuration shown in Fig. 1.3, 
provides robust dynamic control over power flow as well as auxiliary services to the grid 
[12].  However, this configuration requires complex power electronics structures and 
topologies, as well as power devices capable of supporting full load rated power [13]. The 
number of conversion stages and number of power electronic units connected in shunt/series 
as presented in Fig. 1.3 creates a concern in regard to cost and reliability. 
Several approaches have been presented in literature to integrate power processing 
functionalities into a transformer which allow series voltage compensation [14] [15] [16], 
shunt reactive power compensation [17], series harmonic passive filtering [18], series power 
flow control [19], transformer core sharing by multi-shunt power converters [20], power 
converter filter inductance integration [21], controllable reactor transformer [22], series 
fractional power converter integration [23], series harmonic passive filtering [24], wound 
rotor induction machine based power flow control [25], converter passive filter integration 
[26] and shunt magnetic path integration [27]. However, such compensation devices have 
explored a single type of compensation (series or shunt) and/or operate for a specific 
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application.  The most remarkable approach to achieve the required goal of this thesis was 
presented in the Sen Transformer (ST) [28]. 
Unit DC
Feeder
AC
Feeder
 
Fig. 1.3. Single-phase Smart Transformer architecture of one conversion stage. 
The method for modeling the interface between an electric circuit and a magnetic 
component has been already discussed in the literature. For example, a method for 
developing the electrical equivalent circuit of any complex integrated magnetic component 
based on a z-parameter two-port network model was presented in [29]. However, such 
analyses have not been ever used to develop a series-parallel compensation system 
integrated in the transformer magnetic core. The structures in [15], [17], [20], [27] and [28] 
are of particular interest in this thesis due to their capability of integrating several magnetic 
structures into a single unit while facilitating power electronics converters connection. The 
following sections explain the basic concept discussed in these reference for the integration 
of several series/shunt transformers. Further details into the operation principle of those 
integration concepts will be discussed in Chapter 2. 
1.2.1. Integrated Series Transformer 
The configuration discussed in [15], utilizes multiple series transformers with multi-
secondary windings as shown in Fig. 1.4. In such a configuration, series compensation of 
each phase is distributed over several converters connected through a single series 
transformer. Multiple power electronics converters inject the corresponding secondary 
winding currents to achieve the required fundamental reference current. Therefore, the 
configuration explores the possibility of multiple series power electronics converters to be 
conjoined in a monolithic structure. The equivalent circuit of each transformer shown in 
Fig. 1.4 can be represented as multiple shunt converters connected in series with the power 
circuit [29]. 
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Fig. 1.4. Integrated series transformer with multiple secondary windings for active filter application.   
Integration of a series controller in a power transformer has been discussed in [27]. This 
approach utilizes a shunt magnetic path as shown in Fig. 1.5 accompanied with an air gap 
that is designed in conjunction with the physical dimensions of magnetic core to determine 
the minimum and maximum output current of the transformer. In such an approach the 
output voltage (vsec) of the transformer is controlled through the AC voltage induced in the 
shunt magnetic path (vser). However, this integrated configuration has not been discussed in 
literature for power system applications. 
vprim vsec
vser
iser
iseciprim
 
Fig. 1.5. Configuration of a shunt magnetic path between primary and secondary windings in a 
single-phase transformer. 
1.2.2. Integrated Shunt Transformer 
The configuration proposed in [17] introduce the changes in the core windings of a 
transformer to integrate a shunt power converter as illustrated in Fig. 1.6. By using the 
surplus capacity of the transformer, the Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM ) is 
capable of compensating reactive power for the transformer and its loads while minimizing 
the cost and volume of the whole system. The application of such compensation has been 
presented for low-capacity intelligent box-type substation. As stated in [17], the connection 
method can save some materials, reduce cost and volume of the substation, and reduce the 
difficulty of heat dissipation design. This configuration is of particular interest due to its 
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ability to combine a shunt transformer with a distribution transformer in a single structure 
which is among the goals of this thesis. 
iabc
vabc
Load
 
Fig. 1.6. Schematic of STATCOM integrated transformer (a) power line diagram and (b) winding 
configuration of shunt compensation. 
Another approach into integrating multiple converters is discussed in [20]. The 
configuration shown in Fig. 1.7 illustrates the possibility of combining multiple transformer cores 
into a monolithic structure. However, shunt and series connection of each element to a common point 
has not been investigated with such a design. 
Input 1
Output 1
Input 2
Output 2
Input 3
Output 3
 
Fig. 1.7. Multiphase power converter connection to shared magnetic core transformers. 
1.2.3. Integrated Series-Shunt Transformer 
A unified transformer structure incorporating shunt and series winding configuration was 
discussed in [28] and [30] [31]. The configuration shown in Fig. 1.8 reveals the winding 
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arrangement of an ST which is based on a single-core, three-phase transformer and tap 
changers. The ST provides voltage regulation at the point in the transmission line as well as 
power flow control through the line. The Exciter Unit is connected in shunt to the sending 
end voltage (vsa, vsb, vsc) to induce a bipolar voltage in the secondary winding. Through the 
Voltage & Impedance Regulating Unit, a compensating voltage with variable magnitude 
and in quadrature with the line voltage is generated from the phase-to-phase voltage of the 
induced voltage of the regulating transformer. This regulating voltage is provided through 
the tap-changers provided in the ST. The resulting structure enables power flow control 
between sending end voltage and receiving end voltage (vra, vrb, vrc) as well as voltage 
regulation at the sending end. Therefore, the ST can operate as a UPFC through the step-
changes applied in the Voltage & Impedance Regulating Unit. However, the ST presents 
several limitations including use of tap changers which introduces limitations in the degrees 
of freedom as well as its inability to provide extra services to the grid such as power quality 
enhancement. Moreover, ST is not adequate for fast dynamic control over power flow since 
control is provided through step changes. Faster dynamic response can be incorporated 
through the use of thyristor units at each tap. Nevertheless, the possible controllability in 
such case is dictated by the number of available taps. 
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Fig. 1.8. Configuration of a ST shunt-series combining transformer. 
1.3. Objectives of This PhD Dissertation 
The research activity of this PhD dissertation was aimed towards the goal of designing 
shunt-series combining transformer within a distribution and transmission transformer. The 
combined structure would provide access to incorporate power electronics converters 
through the available shunt and series windings in the proposed structure to enable a wide 
range of compensation requirements. Several objectives were stated to guide the PhD 
research which are summarized as follows: 
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1- Propose a power electronics integrated transformer design that utilizes auxiliary 
windings and a custom core design in order to provide series and shunt 
compensation configurations. 
2- Select suitable power electronics configurations to be utilized with the integrated 
transformer for single-phase and multi-phase systems. 
3- Present and evaluate control strategies for the proposed transformer that provide 
distribution and transmission system services including mitigation of transients, 
waveform distortions, inrush current as well as voltage regulation and power 
flow control. 
4- To evaluate the merits of the proposed system in regard to operation limits as 
well as minimization of cost and overall volume. 
The results in this PhD dissertation aim to report the investigation of the operation of the 
proposed design in single-phase and three-phase systems for power quality improvement 
and power flow control applications. These objectives contribute in realizing the required 
transformer design to achieve the required goal. 
A. Integrated transformer design 
Based on the concepts presented in [15], [17], [20], [27] and [28] ,the principle of 
operation and structure can be combined into a monolithic structure that facilitates the 
discussed compensation approaches. In such a case the resulting structure would in theory 
have auxiliary windings and a specific core structure. The concept presented in [15], [27] 
and [28] have revealed that it is possible to integrate an equivalent series circuit in a 
transformer through a shunt magnetic path. Therefore, this can be the basic theory for 
integration of a series power electronics converter in a transformer. Similarly, [17] and [20] 
have revealed the possibility of combining several independent shunt transformers into a 
monolithic structure. Thus, using these approaches the first objective of this PhD 
dissertation can be achieved. Finally, the resulting structure can be analyzed and validated 
theoretically based on the transformer and power electronics integration method discussed 
in [29]. 
B. Power electronics configuration 
Based on the proposed design, typical power electronics compensation configurations 
can be utilized to achieve the required services. Since the objective is to combine several 
transformers into one monolithic structure, the provided auxiliary windings of the 
transformer can be connected with any power electronics topology that can operate as a 
controlled voltage source or controlled current source. This includes the typical back-to-
back configuration illustrated in Fig. 1.1 for multi-phase systems as well as single-phase 
configuration shown in Fig. 1.4. 
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C. Control architecture 
The resulting transformer accompanied with power electronics topology would form a 
generalized shunt-series compensation system which exploits several applications and 
services provided to the grid. This PhD dissertation will focus on resolving power quality 
issues in distribution systems and power flow control in transmission systems. Therefore, 
due to the generalization of the proposed transformer structure, any classical control 
architecture utilized in literature for these control objectives would be feasible. This thesis 
will focus on the operation of the proposed transformer as a UPQC in distribution 
applications and UPFC for transmission applications. Further enhancements of the control 
architecture would be exploited as well to investigate any possible limitations of the 
proposed structure and control architecture. Mainly, these enhancements resolve technical 
aspects of the presented structure which includes harmonics elimination and inrush current 
mitigation. 
D. Evaluation methods 
The proposed transformer is to be evaluated based on its equivalent model and 
construction. A transformer modelling approach is selected based on the required frequency 
response analysis. Since slow transients (up to 1kHz) [32] are of primary concern in the 
investigated applications for the proposed transformer, the magnetic circuit modelling 
approach discussed in [33] would be adopted. Through this modelling approach, accurate 
simulations of the proposed transformer with the required control architecture would be 
executed. The proposed transformer operating as a UPQC would be evaluated operating 
with a non-linear load and distorted grid in order to validate the capability of the transformer 
to achieve shunt current and series voltage harmonics injection. In a UPFC application, the 
proposed transformer would be evaluated operating under stiff grid connection and a multi-
bus power system to investigate its impact on different areas of the power system. Final 
evaluation of this PhD dissertation proposal is acquired through experimentation to 
investigate its practicality.  
1.4. PhD Dissertation Organization 
This PhD dissertation is organized into 6 chapters in the following order: 
Chapter 2 reviews the classical power electronics based transmission and distribution 
compensation devices accompanied with their control, topologies and modelling methods. 
Chapter 3 presents the Custom Power Active Transformer, a power electronics integrated 
transformer for the required objectives. Single-phase and multi-phase configurations are 
revealed and the principle of operation for the required objectives is discussed. 
Chapter 4 analyzes the single-phase structure of the CPAT for UPQC applications 
through modeling, simulations and experimental prototype. 
Chapter 5 analyzes the three-phase structure of the CPAT for UPFC applications through 
modeling, simulations and experimental prototype. 
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Chapter 6 discusses the concluded results of the proposal as well its future perspective 
research. 
1.5. Publications During This PhD Project 
Some of the analysis and results of this PhD project were published or accepted for 
publication in journals and conference proceedings. These publications are listed below: 
1- M. A. Elsaharty, J. I. Candela and P. Rodriguez, "Custom Power Active 
Transformer for Flexible Operation of Power Systems," in IEEE Transactions on 
Power Electronics, vol. 33, no. 7, pp. 5773-5783, July 2018. 
2- M. A. Elsaharty, J. I. Candela and P. Rodriguez, "Power System Compensation 
Using a Power Electronics Integrated Transformer," in IEEE Transactions on 
Power Delivery, vol. 33, no. 4, pp. 1744-1754, Aug. 2018. 
3- M.A. Elsaharty, J. Rocabert, J.I. Candela and P.Rodriguez, “Three-Phase Custom 
Power Active Transformer for Power Flow Control Applications,” in IEEE 
Transactions on Power Electronics,(Under Review) 
4- M. A. Elsaharty, A. Luna, J. I. Candela and P. Rodriguez, “A Unified Power Flow 
Controller Using a Power Electronics Integrated Transformer” in IEEE 
Transactions on Power Delivery, (Under Review) 
5- M. A. Elsaharty, J. I. Candela and P. Rodriguez, "Power System Compensation 
Using a Power Electronics Integrated Transformer," in 2018 IEEE Power and 
Energy Society General Meeting (PESGM), Portland, OR, 2018, (On Already 
Accepted PES Transactions Paper Abstract). 
6- Cristian Verdugo, Mohamed A. Elsaharty and Pedro Rodriguez, “Integrated Series 
Transformer in Cascade Converters for Photovoltaic Energy Systems,” 2018 IEEE 
Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE), (Accepted) 
7- D. Remon, A. M. Cantarellas, M. A. A. Elsaharty, C. Koch-Ciobotaru and P. 
Rodriguez, "Equivalent model of a synchronous PV power plant," 2015 IEEE 
Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE), Montreal, QC, 2015, pp. 
47-53. 
8- D. Remon, A. M. Cantarellas, M. A. A. Elsaharty, C. Koch-Ciobotaru and P. 
Rodriguez, "Synchronous PV support to an isolated power system," 2015 IEEE 
Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE), Montreal, QC, 2015, pp. 
1982-1987. 
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CHAPTER 
2. 
 
2. Review on Modern FACTS  
 
his chapter introduces the most relevant modern power electronics-based 
compensation systems for transmission and distribution networks. In the following 
sections, different power quality and power flow management strategies are 
discussed along with their modelling and control approaches. Through this 
literature review, a summary of the required compensation configurations and control 
architectures are revealed. This information is relevant for the development of the proposed 
transformer , which is explain in the next chapter. 
2.1. Introduction 
The transmission and distribution systems may experience power quality and stability 
issues, such as poor voltage regulation, increased harmonic currents, and load unbalance. 
Traditional methods for mitigating such disturbances may not result totally effective in the 
incoming network scenario, especially with successive load changes, non-linear loads and 
the increasing DG penetration. Due to this several power electronics based FACTS have 
been proposed and implemented to support the transmission grid. However, power 
electronics based compensation located at the distribution side can be also a feasible 
alternative to support the grid. This is due to the fact that lower cost components can be 
used as, even though currents are higher, the operation at a lower voltage compared to the 
transmission side requires expensive devices. 
. 
T   
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2.2. Transmission System 
The modern power system has evolved through several decades becoming one of the 
most complex man-made systems. The path through the de-carbonization of energy supply 
is also impacting on the distribution and transmission network, giving rise to challenges in 
the operation, management and control of electrical networks [34]. One of the most relevant 
challenges is the management of the penetration of distributed generation, the increasing 
peak customer demand and the use of non-linear loads drawing excessive harmonic currents 
[35]. Possibly the most significant issue in terms of grid utilization is that of active power 
flow control. Utility customers purchase real power, megawatts and MW-Hrs, and not 
voltage or reactive power. Thus, controlling how and where real power flows on the network 
is of critical importance and is the underlying premise behind the realization of an electricity 
market [36]. 
Transmission system possess several limitations and operating conditions that can affect 
the security, stability and reliability of power system. These limitations can be categorized 
into thermal, voltage and stability limits as shown in Fig. 2.1 [37]. 
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Fig. 2.1. Operation limits of transmission lines at different voltage levels. 
Contingencies, that may arise due to the protection trip of a line or a generator, can give 
rise to the overload of some lines, what finally can threaten the overall system security. 
Moreover, increased loading of the transmission lines can cause voltage collapses due to 
insufficient reactive power delivery [38]. Steady-state and transient stability limits the 
maximum electric power transfer over a transmission system. Such limits define the 
maximum electric power that can be transmitted without damaging either the transmission 
lines, the utility or the equipments of the customers. Angle stability limit can be altered by 
modifying the natural inductive reactance of the transmission line through the utilization of 
series compensation or modifying the relative phase angle difference using a phase shifting 
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transformer [39]. An excessive current flow can drive the transmission line to reach the 
thermal limits, causing the overheating of the line or other electric equipments, which may 
suffer finally permanent damages. By means of performing a network topology 
reconfiguration, it is possible to bring current flows back to safe limits. Voltage swells and 
sags apply a limiting factor since network reconfiguration can give rise to unacceptably high 
or low voltage conditions which can evidently reach or exceed thermal limits. Such issue is 
addressed by supplying reactive power so as to improve load power factor and reduce 
reactive losses in transmission lines and transformers. Active power flow control requires 
cost-effective solutions that can alter the impedance of the power lines or change the angle 
of the voltage applied across the line, thus controlling power flow. Series reactive 
compensation is applied normally in long transmission lines, but is not likely to be used in 
other applications, mainly because of the associated high cost and the complexity of 
achieving voltage isolation, as well as the issues related to fault management [40]. 
There is general consensus that the future power grid will need to be smart and aware, 
fault tolerant, self-healing, dynamically & statically controllable and energy efficient at a 
time. Such requirements can be achieved by means of using fast dynamic control over 
reactive and active power.  Therefore, it is necessary to count on high power electronic 
controllers which makes the AC transmission network more flexible and able to get adapted 
to the effects of contingencies and load variations [41]. 
2.2.1 Flexible AC Transmission Systems 
FACTS was first introduced and defined as “Alternating current transmission systems 
incorporating power electronic-based and other static controllers to enhance controllability 
and increase power transfer capability” [41]. The FACTS controller is defined as “a power 
electronic based system and other static equipment that provide control of one or more AC 
transmission system parameters”. The main objective of FACTS can be summarized as: 
• Increase power transfer capability in the electrical network 
• Improve the stability of the network 
• Damp low and sub synchronous frequency oscillations 
• Control dynamic voltage variations 
Depending on the compensation objectives, the compensation device can be connected 
as shown in Fig. 2.2 giving rise to different kind of FACTS, as stated in [39] [41], which 
are normally categorized as: 
• Shunt compensation controllers 
• Series compensation controllers 
• Combined compensation devices 
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Fig. 2.2. Possible compensation connection methods. 
In shunt compensation applications the main objective of using FACTS in transmission 
systems are: 
• Reducing the undesired reactive power flows and the associated power losses in 
the network. 
• Keeping the contractual power exchanges with balanced reactive power. 
• Compensating the effect of thyristor converters e.g. in conventional HVDC lines. 
• Improvement of static or transient stability. 
On the other hand, series devices are able to provide other functionalities in 
transmission systems, such as: 
• Improvement of the damping of power oscillations. 
• Limiting short circuit currents in networks or substations, 
• Avoiding loop flow response and power flow adjustments. 
FACTS were primarily designed based on variable impedance type controllers 
technology, which utilizes thyristor switches such as: Static Var Compensators, Thyristor 
Controlled Series Compensators or Thyrsitor Controlled Phase Shifting Transformers [42]. 
However, with the evolution of power electronics technology, the utilization of self-
commutating power semiconductors increased due to its flexibility and controllability 
advantages over natural-commutated power semiconductors. Typical modern FACTS are 
based on VSC power electronic devices due to its advantages of compactness, capability to 
provide active power from energy source and capability to supply reactive power. In this 
regard, typical VSC based FACTS controllers are: 
• STATic synchronous COMpensator (shunt connected) 
• Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) (series connected) 
• Unified Power Flow Controller (combined shunt-series) 
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Each type of compensator affects the power flow in different ways. The STATCOM 
affects the bus voltage, the SSSC affects the line impedance and the UPFC adjusts both 
parameters as shown in Fig. 2.3. 
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Fig. 2.3. Types of VSC based power flow controllers. 
Other combinations have been introduced in the literature, such as the Generalized UPFC 
or the Interline UPFC. They all utilize a combination of series and/or parallel connected 
VSCs in order to provide power flow controllability in more than one line starting from the 
same substation [43] [44]. Moreover, Back-to-Back systems, such as in HVDC, allow power 
flow controllability while additionally frequency decoupling of both sides. FACTS have 
also been introduced in the literature in distributed form as Distributed FACTS where the 
VSCs are compacted and distributed among several areas and the control is linked by 
communication [36] [45]. 
2.2.2 STATCOM  
The ideal objective of a STATCOM is to obtain a controllable three-phase AC voltage at 
the point of common coupling (PCC), in order to regulate reactive current flow by 
generation or absorption of reactive power through a VSC. A simplified structure and the 
operational characteristic are shown in Fig. 2.4 A STATCOM is able to supply variable 
reactive power, what indeed permits to regulate the PCC bus voltage. In some applications, 
the introduction of a STATCOM permits to increase the power transfer capacity of the 
network. Moreover, a STATCOM-based damping stabilizer extend the critical clearing time 
and enhance greatly the power system transient stability [45]. If a proper energy storage 
system is integrated at the DC bus, a STATCOM would be able to handle active power, 
permitting thus this device to operate in all four quadrants of the P-Q plane. In this 
application the active power flow is adjusted by varying the phase angle between bus 
voltage and the VSC fundamental output AC voltage, while the reactive power flow is 
greatly varied with the difference in magnitude between both voltages. A lagging phase 
difference allows active power flow to the bus and vice versa. Whereas for a zero-angle 
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difference, if the VSC output voltage is greater than bus voltage, the STATCOM is 
considered to be operating in capacitive mode i.e. delivering reactive power to the bus. 
InductiveCapacitive is
v1
v1
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Battery
 
Fig. 2.4. STATCOM configuration and characteristics. 
2.2.3 SSSC  
The SSSC is a series connected device in which a VSC injects fundamental voltage in 
series with the transmission line, as shown in Fig. 2.5. Ideally the VSC operates in quadrate 
with the lines current such that it behaves like an inductor or a capacitor. Therefore the 
inverter does not consume or generate active power [46]. If the VSC output lags the line 
current 90º, the operating mode is capacitive and the line current magnitude is increased 
which leads to an increase in the power flow. Meanwhile, if the VSC output voltage leads 
the line current 90º, the operating mode is inductive and the line current magnitude is 
decreased. One of the advantages of SSSC lays on its capability to handle transient line 
power reversals. This feature allows using the full dynamic range of SSSC under 
contingency conditions in order to improve the overall stability [41]. The duration of this 
transient compensation is limited by the energy stored in the DC capacitor. However, if a 
charging mechanism or battery is integrated at the DC side, the device could work as an 
uninterruptible power supply. 
Inductive Capacitive
V1
I1
X=V1/I1
v1
i1
Battery
 
Fig. 2.5. SSSC power line configuration and characteristics. 
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2.2.4 UPFC  
The UPFC shown in Fig. 2.6, is a complete controller in which the benefits of a 
STATCOM and a SSSC are combined. The main principle of the UPFC, as the combination 
of STATCOM and a SSSC, was first introduced in 1991 by Gyugi [47]. UPFC is considered 
to be the most versatile FACTS controller for regulating voltage and power flow in a 
transmission line. When the converters of the STATCOM and the SSSC do not share a 
common DC link, each converter will act based on its primary function. Sharing a common 
DC link enables the two converters to exchange active power. The inclusion of a power 
source at the DC side of the SSSC permits to control active and reactive power flow in the 
line, while the STATCOM not only provides this required power, but also regulates the 
reactive power injected to the PCC. Thus, a UPFC provides three degrees of freedom in the 
compensation if compared with other FACTS, which have only one degree of freedom [48]. 
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Fig. 2.6. UPFC power line configuration and characteristics. 
2.3. Distribution Systems 
Distribution systems suffer severe power quality issues such as poor voltage regulation, 
increased harmonic currents, reactive power burden or load unbalance among others. Such 
problems can be minimized if sufficient margins in the power transfer capability are 
maintained. However, these margins creates difficulties in the expansion of the transmission 
network. With the deregulation of the electric power energy market, the awareness 
regarding power quality, specially voltage performance, has increased among different 
categories of customers [49]. [50] [51]. 
2.3.1 Power Quality Classification  
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), standard IEEE 1100 defines 
power quality as “the concept of powering and grounding sensitive electronic equipment in 
a manner suitable for the equipment.” In practical terms, it refers to maintaining a near 
sinusoidal power distribution bus voltage at rated magnitude and frequency while providing 
an uninterrupted service. A summary and classification of different power quality problems 
are presented in Table 2.1 [34] [50] [51] [52]. 
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Table 2.1. Summary of classification of power quality problems. 
Categories 
Specific 
Categories 
Cause Characterization 
Short-
duration 
interruptions 
Sag 
Ferromagnetic 
transformers, single 
line to ground faults, 
induction motor start-
up Type 
(instantaneous, 
momentary, 
temporary), time 
duration (cycles, 
seconds) and 
amplitude change. 
Swell 
Circuit Capacitance, 
Switching out large 
loads, Load rejection, 
Phase fault. 
Interruptions 
Temporary (self-
clearing) 
faults 
Long-
duration 
interruptions 
Undervoltage 
Switching on loads, 
capacitor de-
energization 
Time duration 
(minutes), 
amplitude change Overvoltage 
Switching on loads, 
capacitor de-
energization 
Interruption Faults 
Waveform 
distortions 
DC Offset 
Geo-magnetic 
disturbance, 
half-wave 
rectification 
Voltage, Amps  
Notching 
Power electronic 
converters 
THD, Harmonic 
spectrum 
Harmonics 
Adjustable speed 
drives and other non-
linear loads 
THD, Harmonic 
spectrum 
Transients Impulsive 
Lightning strike, 
transformer 
energization, capacitor 
switching 
Peak magnitude, 
rise time and 
duration 
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Oscillatory 
Line or capacitor or 
load switching 
Peak magnitude, 
frequency 
component and 
duration 
Imbalance 
Multi-phase 
systems 
Single-phase loads, 
single phase conditions 
Symmetrical 
components 
Flicker Sag/swell 
Arc furnace, arc 
lamps 
Frequency of 
occurrence, 
modulating 
frequency 
Power 
Frequency 
Variation 
 
Rapid change to 
connected load 
±0.5Hz 
2.3.2 Power Quality Standards  
Geneva based International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) have proposed various power quality standards. 
The following Table 2.2 lists some of these standards. 
Table 2.2. Power quality standards. 
Phenomena Standards 
Classification of power quality 
IEC 61000-2-5: 1995, IEC 61000-2-1: 
1990, IEEE 1159:1995 
Transients 
IEC 61000-2-1: 1990, IEEE c62.41: (1991), 
IEEE 1159:1995, IEC 816: 1984 
Voltage sag/swell and interruption IEC 61009-2-1: 1990, IEEE 1159: 1995 
Harmonics 
IEC 61000-2-1: 1990, IEEE 519:1992, IEC 
61000-4-7: 1991 
Voltage flicker IEC 61000-4-15: 1997 
The distribution system has to tackle PQ in order to provide customers an acceptable 
power quality in terms of: 
• Balanced three-phase AC supply. 
• Improved power factor. 
• Steady-state voltage with permissible limits of variations. 
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• Pure sinusoidal voltage waveform. 
• Minimum interruptions in power supply. 
• Voltage sags and swells within permissible limits. 
2.3.3 Custom Power Devices 
FACTS where was originally conceived for transmission network applications. However, 
it has been also extended for power quality improvements at the distribution level, operating 
at low or medium voltages [53]. Hence, topologies used in FACTS can be applied to the 
power distribution systems to increase the reliability and the power quality supplied to the 
customers. These devices, initially known as CPD, take advantage of power electronic or 
static controllers installed in medium and low voltage distribution systems for enhancing 
the level of reliability and/or power quality that is required by customers which are sensitive 
to power quality indexes. CPDs benefits the industrial, commercial and domestic customers, 
as they offer solutions to problems faced by utilities and power distributors [54]. As 
mentioned earlier power quality issues are classified into several categories shown in Table 
2.1. Generally, power quality issues are either related to the quality of the voltage supply 
and/or quality of the current drawn by the load. 
CPDs can be categorized in to two types: network reconfiguration type and compensation 
type. Network reconfiguration type CPDs involve the utilization of power electronic 
switches for fast action current limitation, fault breaking and fast load transfer between 
different feeders during contingencies. Whereas compensating type CPDs deal with power 
quality related issues including active filtering, load balancing, power factor correction and 
voltage regulation [49]. Moreover, Distributed Generation (DG) sources can include added 
control functions of CPDs in order to preform compensation objectives during operation 
such as Flexible Distributed Generation [55].  
Configurations of compensation CPDs are similar to that of FACTS since compensation 
can be applied in series, shunt or a combination. However, the controller function in this 
scenario is specifically oriented to achieve a certain power quality requirement. [56] 
2.3.4 Distribution STATCOM 
Shunt connected CPDs in distribution system are called Distribution STATCOM 
(DSTATCOM). A DSTATCOM is similar to the transmission system STATCOM in its 
configuration. It can perform load compensation, i.e., power factor correction, harmonic 
filtering and load balancing when connected at the load terminals. It can also perform 
reactive-power compensation of rapidly changing industrial loads and for stability 
improvements such as wind turbine systems [57], thus holding the bus voltage constant 
against any unbalance or distortion in the distribution system. A Shunt Active Filter 
configuration shown in Fig. 2.7, is similar to that of a DSTATCOM. However, it should be 
noted that there is a substantial difference in the operation characteristics if compared to a 
STATCOM. In the distribution case, the goal is to inject compensating currents so that the 
source current is free of all possible power quality issues mentioned earlier. [58]. Shunt 
CPDs have the advantage of carrying only the compensation current, plus a small amount 
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of active fundamental current supplied to compensate the system losses. It is possible to 
connected several shunt devices in order to achieve higher currents, which makes this type 
of circuit suitable for a wide range of power ratings. 
iabc
vabc
Load
 
Fig. 2.7. DSTATCOM operating as a Shunt Active Filter. 
2.3.5 Dynamic Voltage Regulator 
A Dynamic Voltage Regulator (DVR), shown in Fig. 2.8, is a series compensator, 
analogous to a SSSC, used to protect sensitive loads from voltage sag/swell. Moreover, it 
can be utilized as a series active filter to isolate the load from voltage harmonics at the 
source side. In the scenario of voltage sag mitigation, the inverter generates a compensating 
voltage, which is inserted into the distribution system through series matching transformer. 
An energy storage element is required to provide part of the active power drawn by the load 
during a voltage sag.  
Grid voltage
Converter voltage
Load voltageTa
Tb
Tc
ia
ib
ic
va
vb
vc
Non-linear 
load
La
Lb
Lc
 
Fig. 2.8. DVR configuration for voltage regulation. 
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However, this energy is only required during the sag interval. During voltage swells, the 
excess of energy flows to the DC side of the inverter. The stored energy has to be dissipated 
using resistors, otherwise the DC capacitor can be charged to high voltage levels, causing 
an avalanche breakdown of the valves [59]. Operating as a series active filter, it forces the 
source current to become sinusoidal. The approach is based on a harmonic isolation 
principle, by controlling the output voltage of the series active filter. In other words, the 
series active filter presents a high impedance to harmonic currents, blocking the harmonic 
current flow from the load to the ac source and from the ac source to the load side. The main 
advantage of series filters over parallel ones lays on the fact that they are ideal for 
eliminating voltage-waveform harmonics as well as for balancing three-phase voltages. 
This, in fact, means that this category of filter is used to improve the quality of the system 
voltage for the benefit of the load. It provides the load pure sinusoidal electrical waveform, 
which is important for voltage-sensitive devices. 
2.3.6 UPQC 
UPQC is a very versatile device that is able to inject current in shunt and voltage in series 
simultaneously in a dual control mode. Therefore, it can perform both the functions of load 
compensation and voltage control at the same time. A UPQC is able to provide several 
functionalities, including [60]: 
• Compensation for supply voltage flicker/imbalance and harmonics. 
• Providing VAR requirement of the load reducing the requirement for power 
factor correction equipment. 
• Maintaining load end voltage at rated value at presence of voltage sags. 
Moreover, injected voltage is provided through the DC link. Thus, no energy 
storage element is required. 
2.3.7 Custom Power Park 
By means of using Custom Power Devices, achieving higher power quality levels as well 
as to satisfy the needs of sensitive loads has become possible. A Custom Power Park [51] 
integrates power quality devices within a utility's distribution system, which are able to 
provide tenants controlled, cost-effective and nearly undisturbed energy. Fig. 2.9 represents 
a Custom Power Park concept where the Park operations center receives power from 
multiple distribution feeders, being even able to combine it with distribution sources or 
energy storage systems, and then distribute power to its tenants in the park. Another possible 
Custom Power Park design includes a utility corridor with multiple electric circuits. Electric 
power with different power quality specifications could be provided to tenants with different 
needs. 
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Fig. 2.9. Custom Power Park concept. 
2.4. Control of compensation devices 
The control system is the heart of the state-of-the-art of compensation devices for 
dynamic control of power flow and power quality. Based on the application, the 
requirements and system configuration, control parameters are controlled in order to achieve 
the required performance. Control techniques play a vital role in the overall performance of 
the power conditioner. The rapid detection of the disturbance signal with high accuracy, fast 
processing of the reference signal, and high dynamic response of the controller are the prime 
requirements for achieving the desired compensation [61]. 
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2.4.1 Shunt Compensation Controllers 
As mentioned earlier, a shunt compensation device can be used for voltage regulation or 
load current compensation purposes. Considering a shunt compensation device, the active 
and the reactive current are regulated in such way that active current maintains a constant 
DC voltage across the storage element terminals, while reactive has three possible operating 
modes: VAR control mode, automatic voltage control mode and active filter control mode, 
as shown in Fig. 2.10 [62]. In VAR control mode, the reactive current is set according to 
the required inductive or capacitive VAR command. Among the approaches of generating 
the reference current is the Instantaneous Reactive Power Theory [50] shown in Fig. 2.11 
[60].Whereas in RMS voltage control mode, the reference reactive current is determined by 
the AC bus voltage controller which incorporates droop characteristics [63]. 
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Fig. 2.10. Control structure of a shunt compensation controller. 
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Fig. 2.11. Reference current generation using Instantaneous Reactive Power Theory. 
When operating as a shunt active filter, the fundamental component of line current is 
extracted and subtracted from the line current to provide the reference harmonic components 
current as shown in Fig. 2.12. 
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Fig. 2.12. Control structure of shunt active power filter. 
2.4.2 Series Compensation Controllers 
A series compensator is utilized to inject a series voltage of a required magnitude and 
angle, with respect to the bus voltage. There are several control methods for the injected 
series voltage which includes: SSSC, DVR and Series Active Power Filter [64] [65] [66]. 
The operation as a SSSC presented in Fig. 2.13 is achieved by controlling the magnitude 
and phase angle (with respect to bus voltage) of the series injected voltage. The magnitude 
and phase angle are determined based upon the required active and reactive power flow 
through the line.  
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Fig. 2.13. Control of series compensator operated as SSSC. 
On the other hand, a DVR controller, which is shown in Fig. 2.14 , consists of a 
combined feed-forward/feed-back medium voltage controller. The control structure of the 
DVR shows that the d-q technique is used for the detection of the sag. However, in this 
technique, the selection of the parameters and the order of the low pass filter play a vital 
role in the filter’s performance. Hence, the effect of the filter increases with the filter’s order, 
but the response time gets worse and the phase-shift of the output signal becomes bigger. 
Also, the d-q technique takes at least one-cycle time to track the voltage sag.  
The harmonic compensation is obtained by using resonant controllers instead of 
synchronous frame d−q integral controllers at each frequency, due to the significant 
computational advantages achieved when stacking multiple controllers, their single-phase 
usage options, and also due to their combined positive and negative sequence compensation 
[67]. 
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Fig. 2.14. Control of series compensator operated as DVR. 
2.4.3 Series - Shunt Compensation Controllers 
Combining both controllers (series and shunt) mentioned earlier it is possible to achieve 
the operation of a UPFC or UPQC. The shunt controller regulates the DC bus voltage and 
injects the required current while series the controller injects the required voltage according 
to the control objective. A simplified active power filter control of a UPQC is shown in Fig. 
2.15 [68] where the parallel and series converter injects the harmonic currents determined 
by subtracting the filtered components from the measured components. Thus, the parallel 
converter establishes a sinusoidal source current and the series converter establishes a 
sinusoidal load voltage. 
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Fig. 2.15.  Block diagram of the UPQC control operating as an active power filter. 
The control strategy plays a crucial role in deciding the behavior, the desired operation 
and the effectiveness of the UPQC system. Based on the reference signals (current and 
voltage) the control strategy determines the switching instants of inverter switches to 
achieve the required performance. Frequency domain-based control methods, such as those 
based of Fast Fourier Transform are not popular due to the large computation burden and 
delay that they require. 
As mentioned earlier, the reference signals can be generated using instantaneous power 
theory [69], instantaneous reactive power theory in a rotating reference frame which is used 
to eliminate harmonics and to correct the power factor [70] and synchronous reference 
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frame method or three-phase dq theory [71]. These methods convert the signals from ABC 
frame to stationary or rotating reference frame to separate the fundamental and harmonic 
quantities. 
2.4.4 Synchronization 
The synchronization with the injected shunt current, as well as with the series voltage can 
be achieved by using a Double-Second Order Generalized Integrator Frequency Locked 
Loop (DSOGI-FLL) shown in Fig. 2.16 [97] which determines the filtered positive sequence 
αβ components (vαβ+’) of the input voltage (v) and its equivalent frequency (ω). The 
magnitude of the signal is determined by applying √ 𝑣𝛼+′ 2 + (𝑣𝛽+′)
2
 and dividing the 
magnitude by vαβ+’ to derive the equivalent synchronizing signals (sin(ωt), cos(ωt)). The 
DSOGI consists of two Second Order Generalized Integrator Quadrature Signal Generators 
with gain KDSOGI that are used to generate the direct and in-quadrature signals (vαβ’,qvαβ’) 
from the α and β components of the input voltage (vαβ). A Positive/Negative Sequence 
Calculation block is used to determine vαβ+’ from vαβ’ and qvαβ’. Using the SOGI-QSG error 
(εαβ) and qvαβ’, the FLL derives the frequency (ωk) through its FLL gain (KFLL) and an initial 
frequency (ω0). 
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Fig. 2.16. Synchronization block structure. 
2.5. Compensation System Topology 
Considering UPFC/UPQC as the generalized compensator, several topologies and 
configurations have been presented in the literature. These configurations can be 
categorized based on the type of converter (current or voltage source), the connection 
configuration (single-phase two-wire, three-phase three-wire and four-wire, isolated and 
non-isolated connection). 
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2.5.1 Converter Topology 
In a series-shunt converter structure, both shunt and series converters share a common 
dc-link. The shunt converter regulates the dc-link at a set reference value. Typical VSC 
converters, shown in Fig. 2.17, consists of several IGBT switches connected in series to 
deliver a high blocking voltage capability for the converter, and therefore increase the dc 
bus voltage level. Antiparallel diodes are also required to enable four-quadrant operation of 
the converter. The DC bus capacitor provides the required energy storage to fulfill power 
flow control and provide filtering of dc bus harmonics. The converter is typically controlled 
through a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technique and the harmonics are directly 
associated with the switching frequency. [72]. The advantages offered by a VSI topology 
over a CSI one include lower weight, no need of blocking diodes, cheaper, capability of 
multilevel operation, and flexible overall control. 
Cdc
 
Fig. 2.17. UPQC configuration with VSI. 
Several VSC topologies have been proposed in the literature to increase the number of 
output voltage levels, reduce switching frequency and improve output voltage quality [73] 
[74]. The typical VSC, shown in Fig. 2.17, has two output voltage levels as shown in Fig. 
2.18. By increasing the number of output voltage levels, the output voltage have more steps 
generating a staircase waveform which has reduced harmonic distortion compared to the 
two level output voltage. However, increasing the number of levels yields an increased 
control complexity and voltage balancing issues which will be discussed later. 
 
Fig. 2.18. Output voltage waveform of a SPWM two-level VSC. 
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Four main topologies are applicable in FACTS applications due to their modularity and 
capability to store energy [75] [76] : 
• Neutral Point Clamped. 
• Flying Capacitor. 
• Cascaded H Bridge. 
• Multipulse converter. 
• Modular Multilevel Converter. 
Multilevel inverters are attractive due to its advantages over two level inverters such as 
[77]: 
• Low distortion output voltage with lower dv/dt. 
• Input current withdrawn contains low distortions. 
• They operate with lower switching frequency. 
When comparing different types of multilevel converters, several factors are taken into 
considerations: 
• Number of components. 
• Modularity. 
• Control complexity. 
• Fault tolerance. 
2.5.2 Connection Configurations 
The connection of the compensator to the power system depend on the wiring of the 
supply, the connection configuration and the topology of the converter. Single phase 
connection are more eminent in UPQC for power quality related issues regarding voltage, 
reactive current and current harmonics. Fig. 2.19(a) shows the most popular configuration 
in single phase systems based on two VSI H bridge topology [78]. Similarly a CSI based 
topology can be utilized for a single phase two wire system [79] For low-cost and low power 
applications, minimizing the number of switches is possible as shown in Fig. 2.19 (b) and 
Fig. 2.19 (c). [80] [81]. In Fig. 2.19 (b), one leg controls a series compensation and another 
controls the shunt compensation while the third leg is a common element to both 
compensators. The decoupling of each converter leg with respect to the common leg can be 
achieved if Space Vector Modulation (SVM)[97] is implemented. The operation sector (n) 
and the respective time weights for that sector (tn,tn+1) are calculated with the two zero 
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vectors (t0,t7) based on the apportioning factor (λ). The time weights of each vector are then 
used to determine the pulse width of each leg over the sampling period which is used to 
determine the duty ratio of each leg for the PWM of each leg. The half-bridge topology in 
Fig. 2.19(c) consists of one leg per compensation type and a split capacitor with neutral 
point connected. Although there is a reduction in the number of switching devices, it has to 
be noted that the compensation performance may be compromised in such a connection. 
Shunt Inverter Series Inverter
vshunt vseries
 
vshunt vseries
 
vshunt vseries
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 2.19. Single phase series-shunt compensator connection with (a) 8 switches, (b) 6 switches and 
(c) 4 switches configurations. 
The most widely studied configuration of three phase series-shunt compensator is shown 
in Fig. 2.20(a) [82]. Since not all industrial and commercial loads are three-phase loads, a 
variety of single-phase loads and three phase loads are supplied with three phase four wire 
system. The presence of a neutral wire causes excessive neutral current flow and requires 
additional compensation. Split-capacitor, four-leg and Three H Bridge topologies are 
among the most common configurations with neutral point connection, as shown in Fig. 
2.20(b), Fig. 2.20(c) and Fig. 2.20(d). The trade-off in a split-capacitor configuration is the 
requirement of an additional control loop to regulate the voltage across both capacitors in 
order to maintain the common point at zero potential. According to [83], for high-voltage 
applications the three H bridge topology may be considered as the most advantageous one 
if compared to the others. However, there is an increase in the total number of switches, 
losses, size and cost. 
An approach to minimize the number of switches has been discussed in [84] by using a 
nine-switch inverter as shown in Fig. 2.21 where the upper six switches control the series 
compensator output voltage and the lower three switches control the capacitor voltage 
through the shunt transformer. 
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Fig. 2.20.  Three phase series-shunt compensator connection with (a) three-wire, (b) four-wire and 
split capacitor, (c) four-wire non-isolated and (d) four-wire isolated configurations. 
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Fig. 2.21.  Three phase series-shunt compensator a with nine switch converter. 
2.6. Isolating Transformers 
Power transformers represent the largest portion of capital investment in transmission 
and distribution substations. In addition, power transformer outages have a considerable 
economic impact on the operation of an electrical network. A transformer is a static 
electrical device that uses electromagnetic induction to transfer power from one circuit to 
another [85]. Often, the leakage impedance of the interconnecting transformer used in 
FACTS and CPDs serves as the inductive impedance that has to separate the sinusoidal bus 
voltage and the voltage injected by the VSC (which contains harmonics). 
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A typical transformer consists of core, coils, tank, insulation and other accessories. 
Transformers create a high magnetic-flux density within a high magnetic-permeability iron 
core with the minimal magneto-motive force possible. The limitation to the minimum and 
maximum size of the core depends on shipping limitation and flux density limitation to 
about 1.7 Tesla. The iron core is typically made of thin laminations of silicon alloy, to reduce 
eddy current losses and to improve the magnetization characteristics. 
The coils can be concentric, interleaved or “Pancake” wound. In certain applications, one 
or the other type may be more efficient. However, in general they can both be designed to 
function well in terms of cooling features, capability to withstand high voltage surges, and 
mechanical strength under short circuit conditions [86].  
Several core designs have been discussed in literature. The most representative ones are 
shown in Fig. 2.22.The most widely used three phase transformer core design is the stacked 
core design shown in Fig. 2.22 (b) due to economic reasons. In shell-type transformers 
shown in Fig. 2.22 (c), the flux-return-paths of the core are external and enclose the 
windings, providing thus a better magnetic shield which is suitable for supplying power at 
low voltage and high currents. Whereas core-type transformers shown in Fig. 2.22(b),(d) 
and (e),  have their limbs surrounded concentrically by the main windings. Having the top 
and bottom yokes equal in cross section to the wound limbs, no separate flux-return path is 
necessary. Shell type transformers present a better short circuit and transient voltage 
response relative to core form. [85] 
The core-design defines an important distinction in the effective reluctance of the 
transformer. In triplex core, shell core, five-legged stacked and wound core, the zero-
sequence flux flows in the core material through the provided extra limb. Therefore, such 
core designs are low reluctance transformers, requiring thus a low excitation current and 
reduced excitation losses. Whereas in three-legged stacked core designs, the zero-sequence 
flux flows through the air and tank of the transformer, which is a high reluctance path. In 
such design, the  excitation current and losses cannot be neglected. [87]. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
  
(d) (e) 
Fig. 2.22.  Three-phase transformer core designs: (a) Triplex core, (b) three-legged stacked core, (c) 
shell core, (d) five-legged stacked core and (e) five-legged wound core. 
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2.6.1 Modelling 
Transformer modelling is a complex topic, as it is necessary to consider every transient 
phenomena, requiring a model valid for a frequency range from dc to several MHz. Such 
model is very difficult to achieve and in most cases is not feasible. This complexity is due 
to the large number of core designs the nonlinear nature of the parameters and frequency 
dependency.  Frequency dependent attributes that may be required in a transformer model 
representation are core and coil configuration, self-mutual inductance, leakage flux, skin 
effect, proximity effect magnetic core saturation, hysteresis and eddy current losses, and 
capacitive effect [88]. The development of a model that includes all these effects, being able 
to work in any kind of transient conditions and frequencies, is not a simple task. At the 
present time, the most complete model available was developed by De León and Semlyen 
[89]. 
A classification of frequency ranges of transients has been proposed in [90] in accordance 
with Conseil International des Grands Réseaux Électriques (CIGRE) WG 33.02 which are: 
slow transients (5Hz to 1kHz), switching transients (fundamental frequency to 10kHz), fast 
front transients (10kHz to 1MHz) and very fast front transients (100kHz to 50MHz). 
According to CIGRE WG 33.02 [91], model requirements based on these frequency ranges 
is presented in Table 2.3. Transformer models are based on a linear part (winding 
arrangement) and a non-linear part (core configuration). Both parts are frequency dependent 
and play a different role depending on the study for which the transformer model is required. 
Considering low-frequency transients as the primary concern in the development of 
FACTS, three modeling approaches have been discussed in the literature  [85] [87] [89] [90] 
[91]. The models are characterized as: Matrix, saturable component and topology 
representations. Each type of model have certain limitations regarding core design 
representation and parameter determination. 
The basic quantitative representation of a coil wound magnetic circuit are given in 
Equations (2.1) through (2.6) with the following variables: ℜ: reluctance, i: current, µ: 
permeability, A: Area of core, φ: flux, F: magnetomotive force, N: number of turns, H: 
magnetic field intensity,  B: flux density,  l: length of core, L: inductance, λ: flux linkage, e: 
induced electromotive force. 
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Table 2.3.  CIGRE modeling recommendation of power transformer. 
Parameter/Effect 
Low 
frequency 
transients 
Slow front 
transients 
Fast front 
transients 
Very fast 
front 
transients 
Short-circuit 
impedance 
Very 
important 
Very 
important 
Important Negligible 
Saturation 
Very 
Important 
Very 
Important for 
transformer 
energization 
phenomena, 
otherwise it is 
just important 
Negligible Negligible 
Iron losses 
Important 
only for 
resonance 
phenomena 
Important Negligible Negligible 
Eddy Current 
Very 
important 
Important Negligible Negligible 
Capacitive 
coupling 
Negligible Important 
Very 
Important 
Very 
important 
 
ℜ =
𝑙
𝜇𝐴
 (2.1) 
𝐹 = 𝑁. 𝑖 = 𝜑.ℜ = 𝐻. 𝑙 (2.2) 
𝐵 =
𝜑
𝐴
= 𝜇.𝐻 (2.3) 
𝜆 = 𝑁. 𝜑 = 𝐿. 𝑖 (2.4) 
𝐿 =
𝑁2
ℜ
 (2.5) 
𝑒 =
𝑑𝜆
𝑑𝑡
 (2.6) 
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2.6.2 Matrix representation model 
The transformers modeled in Electromagnetic Transient Programs utilize the subroutine 
BCTRAN which creates an impedance or admittance matrix representation of the 
transformer [92]. In such approach, transformers are represented as coupled [R]-[L], as 
presented in Equation (2.7). 
[𝑣] = [𝑅][𝑖] + [𝐿][
𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑡
] (2.7) 
This approach includes coupling between phases but does not consider differences in the 
core and winding topology. Thus, all core designs receive the same mathematical equation. 
Complications arise when the impedance matrix [Z] is ill-conditioned due to very small 
excitation currents or when these currents seize to exist. One of the approaches to address 
such issue is the use of admittance matrix in (2.8). Where [Y] is the admittance matrix and 
its elements always exist and obtained directly from short-circuit tests. For transient studies, 
the admittance matrix is splitted into real and imaginary parts as in (2.9). Such approach is 
not topologically correct. However, such models are linear and theoretically valid for 
fundamental frequency, and reasonably accurate for frequencies below 1kHz. The 
excitation may be omitted from the matrix representation and attached externally at the 
model terminals in the form of non-linear element  [82] [85] [91]. 
[𝐼] = [𝑌][𝑉] (2.8) 
 
𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑡
 =  [𝐿]−1[𝑣] − [𝐿]−1[𝑅][𝑖] (2.9) 
The data that are usually available for any power transformer are: ratings, excitation, and 
short-circuit test data for direct and homopolar sequences, saturation curve, and 
capacitances between terminals and between windings. The determination of the 
transformer parameters are based on the theory presented in  [92] and [93] using positive 
sequence, zero sequence excitation and short circuit test to obtain the inductance matrix [L] 
parameters. While copper losses are represented by the [R] diagonal matrix. The core losses 
are modeled by additional shunt resistances connected to the terminals of one of the three-
phase windings as shown in Fig. 2.23. 
Core
Equivalent
PRIMARY SECONDARY
Short-Circuit
Model
(BCTRAN)
 
Fig. 2.23.  BCTRAN model for two winding three phase transformer. 
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2.6.3 Saturable Transformer Component Model 
This model is based on single-phase multi-winding transformer model used in a star-
circuit representation shown in Fig. 2.24.  The equation of a single-phase N-winding 
transformer, without including the core, has the same form of (2.9). However, the matrix 
product is symmetric, which is not true in the general case. The effect of saturation and 
hysteresis are modeled by adding an extra nonlinear inductor at the star point. The model 
can be extended to a three-phase case by means of adding a zero-sequence reluctance 
parameter. However, this model is of limited application, since the representation is not 
topologically correct. Moreover, it cannot be used for more than three windings. 
 
Lm
R1L1
Rm
N1:N2 R2L2
RNLNN1:NN
 
Fig. 2.24.  Star-circuit representation of single-phase N winding transformer. 
2.6.4 Topology Model 
The topology based models can accurately represent any type of core design. Such models 
can be achieved either through the principle of duality or geometry. Geometric models or 
magnetic circuit based models are topologically correct models utilizing coupling between 
magnetic and electric equations as in (2.1) through (2.6) and represented in Fig. 2.25. The 
electromagnetic structure of a transformer can be directly represented using reactance. 
Relatively complex structures can be examined as a magnetic model. In this regard, the 
accuracy of the magnetic circuit is highly related to the assumptions made to discretize the 
magnetic structure in a lumped parameter magnetic circuit. Nonlinear reactance is used to 
represent iron limbs and linear reactance to represent the air paths. [94] [95]. The core and 
winding losses cannot be directly included in the magnetic model and are connected at the 
winding terminals. Eddy current losses in the core are represented by using voltage-
dependent resistances while high order polynomial function are used to model non-linearity 
and hysteresis effect. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 2.25. Topology based model based on core geometry where (a) is core structure and (b) 
represents equivalent magnetic circuit. 
Based on the approach in [96], topologically-correct equivalent electric circuit model can 
be derived from the previous magnetic circuit model using the principle of duality. Such 
models include the effects of saturation in each individual leg of the core, interphase 
magnetic coupling and leakage effects. In the equivalent magnetic circuit, windings appear 
as magnetomotive-force (MMF) sources, leakage paths appear as linear reluctances, and 
magnetic cores appear as saturable reluctances. The mesh and node equations of the 
magnetic circuit are duals of the electrical equivalent node and mesh equations, respectively. 
The winding resistances, core losses, and capacitive coupling effects are not obtained 
directly from the transformation, but can be added to the equivalent circuit. An example of 
duality transformation approach is shown in Fig. 2.26. 
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Φ1 Φ2
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 2.26.  Duality based equivalent circuit of a single phase transformer (a) magnetic circuit and (b) 
equivalent duality circuit. 
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CHAPTER 
3. 
 
3. The Custom Power Active 
Transformer  
 
his chapter introduces an invention, which is proposed based on the objectives 
discussed in Chapter 1. This invention entails a new transformer, namely “Custom 
Power Active Transformer” (CPAT), which is characterized by the design of its 
magnetic circuit and auxiliary windings. The proposed design permits to provide 
shunt and series compensation in an electrical system using a single transformer. These 
auxiliary windings are regulated using power converters based on power electronics. In 
turn, these converters are controlled based on the services to be provided to the network 
where the CPAT is connected. In a nutshell, the proposed invention enables the integration 
of power electronics in a transformer, which would empower the transformer with added 
services improving finally the power system’s flexibility. 
3.1 Construction 
The construction of a single-phase transformer with auxiliary windings, which are 
equivalent to shunt and series circuits is presented in Fig. 3.1. The diagram shows the basic 
concept of a single-phase CPAT, where vprim, vsec, vsh and vser represent the primary voltage, 
the secondary voltage, the shunt voltage and the series voltage, respectively. Using the 
simple analogy between the magnetic flux through a winding in a magnetic circuit (Φ) and 
the electric voltage across such a winding; windings wound on a common core are 
equivalent to parallel-connected voltage sources, while windings wound over parallel shunt 
cores are equivalent to series-connected voltage sources [29]. This analogy also entails the 
MMF in the magnetic circuit (F in Fig. 3.1(a)) being equivalent to currents in the electric 
circuit (i) [15]. By assuming an ideal transformer with no leakage inductance and a coupling 
factor k = 1 (i.e. with Φ0 = 0 and Φprim + Φser + Φsec = 0), the equivalent electric circuit, 
shown in Fig. 3.1(b), can be deduced from Fig. 3.1(a). 
T   
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iprim
vprim
ish
vsh
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vser
isec
vsec
Φser
ΦsecΦPrim=Φsh
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+Fsh
Φ0
 
(a) 
vprim vsh=vpri
vser
vsec
iprim ish iser=isec
 
(b) 
Fig. 3.1. Configuration of a single-phase CPAT. (a) Magnetic circuit and (b) Ideal equivalent 
electric circuit. 
According to Ampere’s law, the MMF in the primary limb of the magnetic circuit in  Fig. 
3.1(a), or its equivalent electric current in the circuit in Fig. 3.1(b), is equal to the MMF in 
any other limb. This concept is mathematically expressed through equations (3.1) and (3.2), 
where F and N represent the MMF and the number of turns of windings, respectively [17]. 
According to (3.2), for a given current circulating through the secondary winding (isec), the 
current circulating through the primary winding (iprim) can be actively regulated by 
controlling the current flowing through the shunt winding (ish). Likewise, according to 
Gauss’s law, the sum of magnetic flux from the three limbs in Fig. 3.1(a) should equal zero. 
This is mathematically expressed in (3.3) and (3.4), where v is the induced voltage across a 
winding and Φ is the flux through its core. Therefore, according to (3.4), for a given vprim, 
the output vsec can be actively regulated by controlling the voltage across vser [27]. The 
control over the series winding’s voltage and the current at the shunt winding can be 
implemented through power converters and an appropriate controller. 
𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚 + 𝐹𝑠ℎ = 𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑟 = 𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑐 (3.1) 
𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚 + 𝑁𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑠ℎ = 𝑁𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑟 = 𝑁𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑐  (3.2) 
𝛷𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚 + 𝛷𝑠𝑒𝑐 + 𝛷𝑠𝑒𝑟 = 0   ;    𝛷𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚 = 𝛷𝑠ℎ (3.3) 
𝑣𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚
𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚
+
𝑣𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑁𝑠𝑒𝑐
+
𝑣𝑠𝑒𝑟
𝑁𝑠𝑒𝑟
= 0   ;    
𝑣𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚
𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚
=
𝑣𝑠ℎ
𝑁𝑠ℎ
 (3.4) 
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The CPAT of Fig. 3.1(a) can be extended to multi-phase systems by interconnecting 
multiple single-phase transformers. However, a more effective approach is shown in Fig. 
3.2(a). This diagram, represents a generalized layout of a multi-phase CPAT for multi-
compensation purposes [20]. In this case, windings are named tprk and nprk, where t 
corresponds to the positive terminal of the winding, n corresponds to the winding’s return 
terminal, p indicates the phase number, r the series winding number, and k the shunt 
winding’s number (Fig. 3.2(a)). Likewise, each phase consists of several shunt-connected 
limbs. In Fig. 3.2(b), these limbs, act as several series-connected voltage sources in the 
equivalent magnetic circuit, and L0 is the equivalent zero sequence return path. In such a 
configuration, many CPATs can be stacked on top of each other, each having many series 
limbs and many shunt windings per limb. This generalized structure illustrates the 
possibility of having several shunt compensators at the primary winding to enable a multi-
converter system connection. This would allow power exchange between different 
compensation windings and the use of low-power independent converters for each 
compensation objective. Moreover, series windings may have many shunt windings with 
power exchange capacity. This power conditioning configuration, with multi-shunt multi-
series windings through a single core, is very flexible because it allows the connection of 
multiple distributed power converters to a common multi-port transformer. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.2. Generalized layout of multi-phase multi-series/shunt auxiliary winding transformer. (a) 
Magnetic and winding layout and (b) Equivalent electric circuit. 
The term Nprk represents any winding in the configuration; these windings can take any 
winding architecture. Assuming that the transformer has no losses and if it is connected to 
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a balanced system, the equivalent electric circuit in Fig. 3.2(b) shows that the induced F in 
a limb is equal to the sum of all MMFs induced by each winding in that limb. This is 
presented in equation (3.5). The overall total flux from all limbs in a phase would be zero 
(3.6). This shows the possibility of adjusting the voltage induced at any limb, by adjusting 
the adjacent limb flux through any of its windings. The MMF in all limbs are equal and can 
be expressed as in (3.7). Thus, the current in any winding on a limb can be adjusted by 
varying the MMF induced in that limb by other windings. 
𝐹𝑝𝑛 = ∑ 𝐹𝑝𝑥
𝑛
𝑥=𝑘
𝑥=1
 (3.5) 
∑ 𝜑𝑝𝑘
𝑥
𝑥=𝑛
𝑥=1
= 0 (3.6) 
∑ 𝐹𝑝𝑥
1
𝑥=𝑛
𝑥=1
= ∑ 𝐹𝑝𝑥
2
𝑥=𝑛
𝑥=1
= ⋯ = ∑ 𝐹𝑝𝑥
𝑚
𝑥=𝑛
𝑥=1
 (3.7) 
In the conventional multi-transformer approach, the series and shunt compensators are 
connected to the grid by means of separated insolation transformers. The main 
characteristics and advantages of the proposed combined construction can be summarized 
as follows: 
• It permits having fewer windings and smaller core size as compared with the 
conventional approach (in which each type of converter is connected through its 
own isolation transformer).  
• It provides magnetic coupling of series and shunt converters’ circuits to the 
primary and secondary winding of a transformer.  
• It allows using a single transformer with controlled flux and reduced inrush 
currents, as the pre-energization of the transformer core is partially provided 
through the available converters.  
• It eliminates the need of high-voltage or current handling windings (which are 
usually present on the primary side of series and shunt isolation transformers).  
3.2 Proposed Configurations 
In a distribution system, the single phase CPAT in Fig. 3.1(a) can be combined with a 
three-phase converter adopted from [97]. The aim is to meet UPQC application purposes, 
as shown in Fig. 3.3 [82]. The objectives of the shunt winding in the proposed UPQC are as 
follows: 
• To achieve sinusoidal grid current 
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• To damp grid current during transients 
• To compensate for reactive power requirements 
• To maintain a constant DC bus voltage.  
The series winding is required to achieve sinusoidal load voltage and to regulate the 
voltage magnitude at the load side.  
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Fig. 3.3. Single-phase configuration of a CPAT for UPQC applications. 
Taking these principles into account, the configuration in Fig. 3.4 represents a three-phase 
CPAT for transmission applications. As shown in the figure, the configuration consists of 
three single-phase CPATs equipped with a three-phase back-to-back converter. Each CPAT 
is labelled CPATp, where p represents the phase number. The winding voltages and currents 
of each CPAT are represented by vpk and ipk, respectively where k represents the winding 
number. The primary and secondary windings of a CPAT (k=1, k=4) are connected to the 
grid as in a typical transformer. A three-phase back-to-back converter is connected to the 
shunt and series windings (k=2, k=3) to control the shunt winding current and series winding 
voltage. The shunt converter provides services to the primary winding such as harmonic 
elimination and reactive power compensation; it also regulates the DC bus voltage. 
Likewise, the series converter controls active and reactive power through the secondary 
winding to operate as a UPFC. 
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Fig. 3.4. Three single-phase CPAT configuration for UPFC applications. 
To further integrate the configuration, the structure proposed in Fig. 3.5 stacks the three 
CPATs on top of each other in a three-phase shell-type monolithic structure. This integration 
of cores shares transformer yokes between each phase and reduces the setup footprint, tanks, 
bushings and protection equipment. 
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Fig. 3.5. Three-phase shell type CPAT for UPFC applications. 
3.3 Single-phase Structure Analysis 
The CPAT combines a shunt, a series and an isolation transformer into a single 
transformer. The main advantage of the CPAT over a conventional multi-transformer 
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solution lays mainly on the fact that permits to achieve overall reduction of core material, 
winding and manufacturing cost. 
3.3.1 Core Material Reduction 
The CPAT core-material saving was assessed by comparing the proposed solution with 
a conventional one. The comparison was based on three independent transformers, one 
devoted to voltage level transformation, another one for performing series compensation 
and the last one to conduct shunt compensation. In single-phase applications, the shell type 
construction shown in Fig. 3.6 is typically utilized. It consists of a type c limb, two type a 
limbs and four type b yokes. In a conventional compensation system, three shell type 
transformers would be necessary. One of them would be used as a power transformer; the 
other two would act as compensation transformers. 
b
b
b
b
aa c
 
Fig. 3.6. Core structure of single-phase CPAT and single-phase shell type transformer. 
In the power transformer, the type c limb would be larger than the other two limbs. The 
compensation transformer’s size would depend on a core size reduction factor. In this 
assessment, the relationship between the core size of the power transformer (Qp) and each 
compensation transformer (Qc) is assumed to be linear for all the core elements as indicated 
in (3.8), where m is the core size reduction factor. The size of the type c limb is assumed to 
be twice the size of other limbs, due to its required power handling capability, whereas the 
type a limb and the type b yoke are roughly equal in size. Given these assumptions, the 
system’s total core size (Qs) can be calculated as in (3.9). 
𝑄𝑐 = 𝑚𝑄𝑝 (3.8) 
𝑄𝑠 = 𝑄𝑝 + 2𝑄𝑐 =  8 + 16𝑚 𝑎 (3.9) 
A single-phase CPAT having the configuration shown in Fig. 3.3, would entail equal 
sizes for the a limb and the b yokes. Both would larger than the c limb, as they handle more 
power. Moreover, the c limb is designed to have the same size as a series compensation 
transformer limb. Therefore, the total core size QT of a CPAT can be calculated as presented 
in (3.10). 
𝑄𝑇 = 2𝑎 + 4𝑏 + 𝑚𝑎 =  6 + 𝑚 𝑎 (3.10) 
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Due to the fact that the limb a in (3.10) is a power-handling limb, its size would be twice 
than the one in (3.9). Taking this into account, equating (3.9) and (3.10), would reveal that 
at m = 0.286 the CPAT would require the same material size as in a conventional approach. 
Therefore, the CPAT would incur lower material costs if the compensation transformers are 
larger than 28.6% of the size of the power transformer. 
3.3.2 Winding Reduction 
Shunt and series compensation transformers in conventional applications consist of high-
voltage and high-current windings at the grid side. However, the CPAT does not need such 
windings because the shunt and series compensation devices are directly coupled to the grid 
through the transformer core.  
In a multi-transformer configuration, two windings per phase and per transformer are 
required. Hence, as each compensation connection requires two windings per phase, the 
total windings in a shunt-series compensation system with a power transformer would be 
6p, where p is the number of phases. On the other hand, a CPAT consists of four windings 
per phase; hence, in a CPAT the number of windings with shunt-series compensation is 4p. 
3.3.3 Manufacturing Cost Reduction 
Combining several transformers into a single transformer reduces the manufacturing 
costs related to tanks, bushings, and protection equipment, as well as the overall footprint. 
This is due to the fact that a solution based on several transformers would require an 
independent tank for each transformer, whereas the CPAT eliminates the cost of 
compensation transformers’ tank and other auxiliary equipment. 
3.3.4 Comparison 
The most relevant device to incorporate both series and shunt control in a single magnetic 
element is shown in the ST presented in  [31]. Other approaches of magnetic integration 
have discussed either shunt or series integration independently. It is worth noting that the 
CPAT finds a perfect application in transmission systems, because the shunt and series 
windings allow the provision of series power flow regulation and shunt reactive power 
compensation, as in a typical three-phase UPFC application. 
Comparing a three-phase CPAT, ST and a multi-transformer compensation configuration 
it is possible to conclude that, the major advantages that a CPAT over the other 
configurations would be the wide control bandwidth, linear response, increased number of 
integrated transformers, ability to provide reactive power, ability to operate for harmonics 
compensation and the need of a reduced number of windings.  
Though the multi-transformer approach leads to a simple design, CPAT and ST yield 
better cost effectiveness and provide a more compact solution. 
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3.4 Three-phase Structure Analysis 
3.4.1 Windings 
Certain design aspects must be considered when selecting appropriate shunt and series 
converters for a CPAT. As discussed earlier, the CPAT reduces the number of windings 
required to implement a series-shunt compensation system. The preliminary design ratio 
values of the primary and secondary turns (N1, N4) are determined as in a typical transformer 
as a function of the required operating voltages, as shown in (3.11). With a pre-determined 
shunt converter voltage, the shunt winding turns (N2) can be estimated using (3.11). In 
(3.12), the relationship should be maintained to determine the maximum primary, shunt, 
series and secondary winding current (i1max, i2max, i3max, i4max). With a pre-determined series 
converter current, the series winding turns (N3) can be estimated using (3.12). 
𝑣1
𝑁1
=
𝑣4
𝑁4
=
𝑣2
𝑁2
 (3.11) 
𝑁1𝑖1𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑁2𝑖2𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑁3𝑖3𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑁4𝑖4𝑚𝑎𝑥  (3.12) 
In a CPAT, the series voltage varies according to the design parameters as well as the 
voltage and the current across each winding. Using pre-determined design parameters, the 
equivalent magnetic circuit can be used to determine the resultant series voltage under 
various operating points for a selected number of turns. Neglecting the effect of core-
reluctances and leakage reluctances, the maximum open-circuit voltage across the series 
winding can be expressed as follows: 
𝑣3𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑁3 (
𝑣1
𝑁1
+
𝑣4
𝑁4
) = 2𝑣1
𝑁3
𝑁1
 (3.13) 
3.4.2 Structures 
A three-phase CPAT is comparable in structure to a three-phase series-shunt 
compensation system that consists of single-phase shell-type transformers and three-phase 
core-type transformers. Using the methodology discussed in the previous section to 
determine the core size reduction, three compensation scenarios were compared to a three-
phase CPAT. The results of this comparison are tabulated in the following subsection. 
In the first configuration, a three-phase CPAT was compared to a three-phase 
compensation system. The latter system consisted of three single-phase shell-type shunt 
transformers, series transformers and power transformers, with the power transformer 
situated between the compensation transformers (Fig. 3.7). Each transformer consisted of 
limb types a1 and c1 and yokes b1. As in the single-phase methodology, it was assumed that 
limb type a1 and yoke type b1 were equal, whereas limb type c1 was considered double the 
size of type a1 due to its required power-handling capability. It was also assumed that the 
relationship between the core size of each power transformer and each compensation 
transformer was linear for all core elements. 
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Fig. 3.7. Configuration of a three-phase compensation system using single-phase transformers. 
The structure of a three-phase shell-type CPAT can be divided similarly into core limbs 
and yokes, as shown in Fig. 3.8. In a CPAT, limbs a2 and yokes b2 are considered equal, 
and double the size of a typical single-phase shell-type transformer (a2 = 2a1) due to their 
required power-handling capability. Series compensation limbs have the same core size as 
a typical compensation transformer with a core-size reduction factor m1. Design of the 
common yokes between phases is based on the core material’s capacity to operate without 
saturation. The common core factor m2 would have a value between 1 and 2, which is 
equivalent to three single-phase CPATs stacked on top of each other (m2=2) and three 
single-phase CPATs sharing a yoke that is equal in size to all other yokes (m2=1).  
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Fig. 3.8. Core limbs and yokes elements of a three-phase shell type CPAT. 
In the second configuration, a three-phase CPAT is compared to a three-phase 
compensation system consisting of a three-phase shunt transformer, three-phase series 
transformer and three-single phase shell-type power transformers. The power transformer 
is situated between the two compensation transformers, as shown in Fig. 3.9. Since windings 
in a three-phase transformer are wound on each limb, each limb in a compensation 
transformer is assumed to be a factor of the power-handling limb c1. 
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Fig. 3.9. Configuration of a three-phase compensation system using single-phase power 
transformers and three-phase compensation transformers. 
In the final configuration, a three-phase CPAT is compared to three three-phase (Fig. 
3.10). In this case, each limb in the power transformer is labelled c1 since all limbs are equal 
and handle power delivery between primary and secondary limbs. 
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Fig. 3.10. Configuration of a three-phase compensation system using three-phase transformers. 
3.4.3 Summary 
Table 3.1 shows a summary of the comparisons for a three-phase CPAT, in terms of 
windings, tanks and core size reduction. A CPAT would reduce the number of windings 
required as compared to any other configuration. Regarding the number of tanks, the CPAT 
in Fig. 3.4 requires as many tanks as the typical three-phase compensation system shown in 
Fig. 3.10. However, the three-phase shell-type CPAT (Fig. 3.5) provides additional benefits 
in this case due to its monolithic structure. The core size of a three-phase CPAT, compared 
with the system shown in Fig. 3.10, is not beneficial, mainly due to the larger core yokes 
required for better coupling between primary and secondary limbs. However, if a CPAT is 
compared to the systems in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.9, core-size reduction is possible under the 
constraints of m1 and m2. 
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Table 3.1 Evaluation of CPAT vs. other transformer configurations. 
 
CPAT 
configuration 
Compensation configuration 
Fig. 3.7 Fig. 3.9 Fig. 3.10 
Reduction 
in windings 
Fig. 3.5 
Yes (33.3%) 
Fig. 3.4 
Reduction 
in tanks 
Fig. 3.5 
Yes 
(88.8%) 
Yes (80%) Yes (66%) 
Fig. 3.4 
Yes 
(66.6%) 
Yes (40%) Equal 
Core size 
reduction 
Fig. 3.5 
(m2=1) 
Yes 
(m1>9.5%) 
Yes 
(m1>28.6%) 
No 
(m1>128.5%) 
Fig. 3.4 
Yes 
(m1>28.6%) 
Yes 
(m1>85%) 
No 
(m1>185.7%) 
3.5 Modelling 
3.5.1 Single-phase CPAT 
If low-frequency responses are viewed as the main concern in FACTS applications, the 
conventional magnetic-circuit-based model can be adopted to obtain a topologically correct 
equivalent model. By discretizing the magnetic flux paths in the core (Fig. 3.1), an 
equivalent model (Fig. 3.11a) can be deduced. The layout in Fig. 3.11(a) shows m number 
of limbs and k winding types, with k=1 (primary), 2 (shunt), 3 (series), and 4 (secondary). 
The magnetic fluxes in this circuit are characterized as core linkage fluxes (Φcm), winding 
fluxes (Φk), leakage fluxes per winding (ΦLk), and core leakage flux (Φ0). Core limbs and 
yokes are represented by non-linear reluctances ℜY and ℜL, with a value calculated based 
on the B-H characteristics of the core material. In addition, a non-linear reluctance is 
modelled as a controlled magneto-motive source in a closed-loop between input flux and 
output magneto-motive force (F), as shown in Fig. 3.11(b). This model would produce an 
opposing magneto-motive force based on the limb or yoke length (l), area (A) and the core 
B-H characteristics shown in Fig. 3.12.  
Winding leakage reluctances (ℜk) and core leakage reluctance (ℜ0) are represented by 
linear reluctances. Leakage reluctances are evaluated based on dimensions, as in (3.14), 
using the flux path length, mean area and relative permeability of air (µ0=4π10-7). The flux 
generated by each winding is linked to a winding electric circuit, shown in Fig. 3.11(c), to 
model winding losses and core equivalent losses. For any applied winding voltage (vk), the 
equivalent transformer winding current (ik) depends on the winding resistance (Rk), 
equivalent core loss resistance (Rc) and the effective winding current (iek). The effective 
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current is calculated based on the effective magneto-motive force (Fk) of the winding and 
number of turns (Nk), as shown in Fig. 3.11(c). The winding flux in the magnetic circuit is 
deduced from the effective voltage (vek) in the winding electric circuit.   
ℜ0, ℜ𝑘 =
𝑙
4𝜋10−7𝐴
   (3.14) 
To overcome algebraic loops due to the coupling between electric, magnetic and non-
linear reluctance circuits, a one-simulation-step-time delay is applied. However, such an 
approach should be considered with a high sampling-rate to avoid numerical oscillations. 
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Fig. 3.11. Magnetic circuit model of a single-phase CPAT. (a) Core magnetic circuit, (b) non-linear 
reluctance model and (c) winding electric circuit model. 
 
Fig. 3.12. BH characteristics of the core material with 1.8T nominal flux density at rated voltage. 
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A linear representation of the model can be derived through duality transformation of the 
magnetic circuit (Fig. 3.11a) to its equivalent electric circuit (Fig. 3.13). Non-linear core 
impedances are assumed to be constant and large enough to sustain perfect couplings 
between primary, shunt, series and secondary windings. Core magnetizing impedances and 
core loss resistances are represented by Le1, Le2 and Le3 and Re1, Re2 and Re3 respectively. In 
this model, the transformer leakage inductances and zero-sequence magnetizing inductance 
are represented by Lk and L0 respectively. The equivalent circuit (Fig. 3.13) is identical to 
the circuit of a three-phase transformer, apart from two windings on the centre and 
secondary limbs. The parameters of this circuit can be determined based on the typical 
transformer tests methodology [86] for low- and mid-frequency transient simulations. It is 
worth to mention that core impedances are typically large, due to the low equivalent core 
reluctance of each core limb and yoke. In turn, leakage impedances are significantly lower 
than core impedances. Therefore, in an ideal transformer scenario, the primary, shunt, series 
and secondary windings are perfectly coupled. 
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Fig. 3.13. Equivalent electric circuit of a single-phase CPAT. 
3.5.2 Three-phase CPAT 
In a three-phase system consisting of three single-phase CPATs, as shown in Fig. 3.4, the 
CPATs are not magnetically coupled to one another and the equivalent model would be a 
repetition of the single-phase model shown in Fig. 3.11. The three-phase shell-type CPAT 
shown in Fig. 3.5 stacks three single-phase CPATs on top of each other, such that each 
phase shares a common yoke with another phase. The equivalent magnetic circuit shown in 
Fig. 3.14 is represented by fluxes (Φpk, ΦLpk, ΦYpm, Φcpm), magnetomotive forces (Fpk), linear 
reluctances (ℜpk, ℜ0), and non-linear reluctances (ℜY1, ℜY2); here, p denotes the phase 
number, k the winding number, and m the limb or yoke number. According to this design, 
the common yokes (ℜY2) are initially assumed to be double the size of the outer yokes (ℜY1), 
such that the core structure is equal to three single-phase CPATs. The core flux paths are 
divided into common yoke fluxes (ΦYpm) and limb fluxes (Φcpm). The effect of the shared 
yokes can be better understood in the equivalent electric circuit (Fig. 3.15). In this figure, 
the shared yoke impedance can be observed between phase 1,2 (RY1, LY1, RY2, LY2) and 
between 2,3 (RY3, LY3, RY4, LY4). Each of the equivalent parameters Re11, Le11, Re13, Le13, Re31, 
Le31, Re33 and Le33 represent one limb and yoke. The parameters Re12, Le12, Re22, Le22, Re32, 
Le32, Re21, Le21, Re23 and Le23 each represent one limb. 
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Fig. 3.14. Equivalent magnetic circuit of a three-phase shell type CPAT. 
 
Fig. 3.15. Equivalent electric circuit of a three-phase shell type CPAT. 
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Due to the complexity of the circuits shown in Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15, only the magnetic-
circuit model is considered in this study. The circuits in Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15 consists of 
26 states, which is too complex to analyze. Therefore, this study presents analysis of the 
applicability and operational capability of the three-phase shell-type CPAT. Deep analysis 
of various operational states, transients and design considerations will be conducted in 
future research, as it will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
3.6 Operation 
As discussed in Section 3.2, the CPAT was investigated for its operation as an integrated 
single-phase UPQC and as an integrated three-phase UPFC. To assess these operations, the 
single-phase CPAT model shown in Fig. 3.11 was analysed to explore its ability to achieve 
harmonic compensation and power-flow control through shunt and series windings. Further 
analysis and confirmation through simulations and experimental prototypes are discussed 
in Chapters 4 and 5. 
3.6.1 CPAT-UPQC 
In the following analysis, the CPAT was viewed as if it was used in power quality 
enhancement for a distribution system application. Based on the electric circuit in Fig. 
3.11(c), Fk can be represented by (3.15) and limb fluxes Φck are represented by (3.16). Both 
equations show that the winding voltage and the current affect both the flux and MMF. 
However, the effect depends on the design parameters for the core and windings. 
Considering that the winding voltage and current consist of n harmonic components, as 
indicated in (3.17), the effects of windings on each other can be determined through basic 
magnetic-circuit analysis. 
Using Ampere’s law, the relationship between the primary limb MMF and the secondary 
limb MMF can be written as shown in (3.18). Assuming that the MMFs are mainly affected 
by currents, and these fluxes are mainly affected by voltages, the equations (3.18) shows 
that harmonics in the secondary current, primary voltage and secondary voltage yield to 
harmonics in the summation of the primary and shunt currents. Therefore, the shunt winding 
current can be properly regulated to make the primary grid current sinusoidal, independently 
of the harmonics in the secondary current or in the primary and secondary voltages. In this 
regard, the design of the magnetic circuit can include certain considerations to minimize the 
effect of the primary and secondary voltages in (3.18). Core reluctance can be minimized, 
and the equivalent core-loss resistance and winding leakage reluctance can be maximized. 
𝐹𝑒 = 𝑁𝑘 (𝑖𝑘 (1 +
𝑅𝑘
𝑅𝑐
) −
𝑣𝑘
𝑅𝑐
)  (3.15) 
𝛷𝑘 =
1
𝑁𝑘
∫ 𝑣𝑘 − 𝑖𝑘𝑅𝑘 𝑑𝑡 −
𝐹𝑘
ℜ𝑘
 (3.16) 
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𝑣𝑘 , 𝑖𝑘 = ∑ 𝐼ℎ , 𝑉ℎ sin ℎ𝜔𝑡 + 𝜃ℎ 
ℎ=𝑛
ℎ=1
 (3.17) 
𝐹1 + 𝐹2 = 𝐹4 +  𝛷𝑐1 − 𝛷𝑐3  ℜ𝐿 + 2ℜ𝑌  (3.18) 
Based on Gauss’s law, the equation (3.19) is derived to show the effect of the central limb 
on the magnetic circuit. As noted from this equation, the summation of the primary and 
secondary fluxes in the transformer is influenced by the central limb flux and MMF. 
Therefore, the central limb flux can be properly regulated to induce those voltage 
components that could cancel out the effect of primary limb flux on the secondary limb flux. 
If this is successfully performed, it would be possible to achieve sinusoidal voltage 
waveforms at the secondary side, independently of the voltage distortion at the primary side. 
As (3.19) shows, the central limb magnetic performance depends directly on the value of 
the core leakage reluctance (ℜ0). Thus, a large core leakage reluctance would allow the 
central limb to provide the required compensation flux with minimal control limitations. 
𝛷𝑐1 + 𝛷𝑐2 + 𝛷𝑐3 = 𝛷0 =
𝐹3 − 𝛷3ℜ𝐿
ℜ0
 (3.19) 
3.6.2 CPAT-UPFC 
By analysing a single-phase CPAT in power-flow applications, the other phases can be 
considered as a repetition. In this analysis, it is assumed that the single-phase CPAT shown 
in Fig. 3.11 is connected to a stiff grid on primary and secondary windings; that is, v1 and 
v4 are constant. Hence, neglecting the effect of winding and core-loss resistance, Φ1 and Φ4 
would also be constant. The values of F1, F2 and F4 terms vary depending on the current in 
their respective windings. With a fixed flux through the core between the primary and 
secondary limbs, the flux Φ3 would be responsible for changing the magnetomotive force 
of the central limb. This produces changes in the primary and secondary magneto-motive 
forces. The following analysis clarifies this state of operation of a CPAT. 
Using Gauss’s and Ampere’s laws, the relationship in ( .20) can be derived from the 
equivalent magnetic circuit shown in Fig. 3.11. Based on (3.20), the effective current in the 
secondary winding (ie4) is coupled to the flux in the primary (Φ1), secondary (Φ4) and series 
(Φ3) windings, as well as the magnetomotive force in the primary (F1) and series (F3) 
windings. Assuming an ideal transformer, the effect of the core reluctances can be 
considered minimal, depending on the core material used and assuming that the core is 
working in the linear B-H region. Therefore, neglecting the effect of core reluctances, the 
magnetomotive forces would be equal, such that F1 + F2 ≈ F3 ≈ F4. Under this assumption, 
the current in the secondary winding (i4) would depend on Φ1, Φ2, Φ3 and F2, as shown in 
(3.21). Because Φ1 and Φ4 are constants, i4 would be affected by Φ3 and F2, which are 
equivalent to series winding voltage (v3) and shunt winding current (i2). In conclusion, the 
required v3 to regulate i4 depends mainly on the leakage reluctances. 
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𝐹4 = 𝑁4𝑖𝑒4 =
ℜ4(𝛷4 2ℜ𝑌ℜ0ℜ1ℜ3 + ℜ𝐿ℜ0ℜ1ℜ3 + ℜ1ℜ3 )
ℜ1ℜ3 2ℜ𝑌ℜ0 + ℜ𝐿ℜ0 + ℜ0ℜ4 + 1 
+
ℜ4 𝛷1ℜ1ℜ3 − 𝐹1ℜ3 + 𝛷3ℜ1ℜ3 − 𝐹3ℜ1 
ℜ1ℜ3 2ℜ𝑌ℜ0 + ℜ𝐿ℜ0 + ℜ0ℜ4 + 1 
  
(3.20) 
𝐹4 ≈ 𝑁4𝑖4 ≈
𝛷4 + 𝛷1 + 𝛷3 +
𝐹2
ℜ1
ℜ0 +
1
ℜ1
+
1
ℜ3
+
1
ℜ4
 (3.21) 
Similarly, the magnetomotive force in the primary winding (F1) can be represented as in 
(3.22). Using the previous assumption, based on neglecting core reluctances, the equation 
results in the ideal transformer state where F1+F2≈F4. This entails that the current in the 
primary winding (i1) depends on the current supplied through the shunt winding (i2) as well 
as on the current in the secondary winding (i4). Therefore, the shunt winding can provide 
harmonic and fundamental current components eliminating their requirement from the 
primary winding. 
𝐹1 = 𝑁1𝑖𝑒1
=
 2ℜ𝑌 + ℜ𝐿 ℜ1ℜ4 𝛷1 − 𝛷4 − 𝐹2ℜ1ℜ4 + 𝐹4(ℜ1ℜ4 − ℜ1 2ℜ𝑌 + ℜ𝐿 )
ℜ1ℜ4 + ℜ4 2ℜ𝑌 + ℜ𝐿 
 
(3.22) 
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CHAPTER 
4. 
 
4. Single-Phase CPAT-UPQC 
 
n this chapter, a UPQC application, based on using a CPAT, is investigated 
considering scenario where the grid voltage is distorted and non-linear loads are 
connected. In this case, currents and voltages in the auxiliary windings are actively 
controlled through power converters, although they could also be drawn using another 
active or passive technique. In this chapter, it will be shown that it is possible to regulate 
the magnetic fluxes and magnetomotive forces in the transformer core, by regulating 
currents and voltages in the auxiliary windings. This feature permits controlling the current 
and voltage in the primary and secondary windings, respectively. 
4.1 Configuration 
The use of CPAT in a single-phase UPQC application (CPAT-UPQC) results in the 
configuration shown in the previous Chapter 3, to be more precise in Fig. 3.3. This 
configuration can be implemented using a three-phase converter and a filter, as shown in 
Fig. 4.1. The objective of the presented UPQC is to maintain a sinusoidal voltage waveform 
at the load side when a distorted source voltage is supplied. Another objective is to achieve 
a sinusoidal current waveform at the source side, with a unity power factor, when a non-
linear load is connected at the secondary side. 
As Fig. 4.1 shows, the leg a of the converter is connected to the series compensation 
winding through an LC filter. This leg will be responsible of controlling the voltage across 
the capacitor in order to provide the necessary series compensation to achieve a sinusoidal 
voltage at the secondary side of the transformer. On the other hand, the leg b of the converter 
is connected to the shunt compensation winding through an LCL filter. This leg controls the 
filter output current to provide shunt compensation and hence to achieve sinusoidal currents 
at the primary side of the transformer. The design of the series filter inductor (La), the shunt 
filter inductors (Lb1 and Lb2), the series capacitor (Ca) and the shunt capacitor (Cb) are all 
I   
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based on the required control bandwidth and the switching frequency of the converter. 
Passive damping of the LC and LCL resonance is achieved by means of using the damping 
resistors Rca and Rcb. Finally, leg c of the converter act as the current return leg for both, 
shunt and the series windings. Having this common leg for both compensation outputs 
presents some control challenges, due to the coupling between the legs. Considering the 
strategies proposed in the literature, this study uses a strategy based on 3-leg UPQC SVM 
due to its simplicity and effectiveness [97]. The gate signals G_a, G_b and G_c depicted in 
Fig. 4.1, are used to control the converter switches. 
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Fig. 4.1. Configuration of a CPAT-UPQC. 
According to (3.15), if a sinusoidal grid voltage is connected to the primary winding 
and a non-linear load is connected to the secondary winding, the primary limb MMF (F1+F2) 
will consist of the same harmonics as F3. Further harmonics will be induced due to the non-
linearity of the core reluctance. The injection of a shunt compensation current (ish) permits 
adjusting the required MMF from the primary winding, with the primary current (iprim) being 
conditioned accordingly. Moreover, ish will have a component at the fundamental frequency 
to control the DC bus voltage (vdc) and to compensate the reactive power required by the 
primary winding. The harmonic content in the grid and load voltage will increase the 
harmonics level in F1 + F2 due to the effect of Φ1 and Φ4, as stated in (3.16). 
According to (3.18), if the core leakage flux is set to the minimum, thanks to an optimal 
design, the secondary flux (Φ4) can regulated if the series flux (Φ3) is be properly 
controlled– that is, controlling the central limb winding voltage (vser). Therefore, as vprim 
consists of harmonic components, they can be cancelled out in the secondary winding 
voltage by injecting specific harmonic voltages through the central limb. The magnitude of 
the fundamental frequency of vsec can be controlled by adding a fundamental-frequency 
voltage component to the series winding voltage. This will permit also compensating 
voltage swells and sags. 
The non-linear reluctances of the core vary according to the hysteresis-loop 
characteristics of the core material. The non-linearity shown in Fig. 3.12, based on magnetic 
field intensity (H) and magnetic field density (B), can be classified into a saturation region 
and a nonlinear region. When a CPAT is used as a regular transformer, with shunt and series 
winding controllers disabled, the CPAT operates as a typical single-phase core-type 
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transformer. As the flux in the core due to the primary winding voltage is constant, the 
generated MMF will reflect the magnetizing current harmonics. In this case, the core non-
linearity will draw current harmonics in the primary current due to the change in reluctance 
during each cycle, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Although the magnitude of such distorted 
magnetizing currents is insignificant at nominal operating conditions, a shunt winding 
controller can be tuned to compensate for the MMF originating from the currents. This 
would cancel their effect on the primary current. Moreover, if the CPAT reaches the 
saturation region – for example, during the transformer connection (which may result in 
known inrush currents), the shunt winding MMF can be controlled to compensate the inrush 
current components. This feature reduces the impact of such transient currents on the grid. 
Thus, the effect of non-linear core reluctances can be handled by means performing an 
appropriate control of CPAT auxiliary windings. 
 
Fig. 4.2. Non-linear characteristics of core-reluctance. 
4.2 Control 
The control architecture is presented in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 As it can be seen in these 
figures, it consists of two controllers, namely the shunt and series compensation controllers. 
The series compensation controller (Fig. 4.3) consists of two parts; the magnitude of the 
secondary voltage Vsec is kept constant at the reference value Vsec* by a PI controller. The 
resulting command voltage is multiplied by the secondary voltage-synchronizing signal 
sin(ωt)sec , giving rise, as a result, an in-phase compensation of the secondary voltage 
magnitude. The secondary voltage harmonics by a cascaded block of resonant (R) 
controllers, each tuned at one required compensating frequency nω, where n represents the 
harmonic order. In this case, in order to cancel them all the secondary voltage harmonics 
references vsec_h* are set to zero. Therefore, each controller generates a command voltage at 
a selected frequency, which would attenuate the error The R controllers are implemented as 
their high gains at selected frequencies and the lack of phase shift or gain at other 
frequencies are advantageous features in this case [97]. 
 The resulting sum of command voltages from the PI and R controllers yields the required 
injected voltage vser. This term represents the output voltage from leg a with respect to leg 
c in the single-phase set-up shown in Fig. 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.3. Series compensation control loop of single-phase CPAT-UPQC. 
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Fig. 4.4. Shunt compensation control loop for single-phase CPAT-UPQC. 
The shunt compensation controller in Fig. 4.4 consists of four blocks. Two controllers 
regulate the fundamental component of the primary current. The third one is used for 
compensating harmonic components, meanwhile the last one is a shunt-winding current 
controller that achieves the required reference current from the previous controllers. The 
DC bus voltage controller maintains a constant reference voltage vdc* across the converter 
capacitor, absorbing active power from the primary winding of the transformer. The PI 
controller placed at the beginning of the chain determines the required capacitor charging 
current, Iprim_dc. The Iprim_dc is synchronized with the fundamental primary voltage sin(ωt)prim 
to acquire the reference primary current iprim*. The error that results from subtracting the 
measured primary current iprim from the reference value, iprim* , constitutes the input of a 
proportional resonant (PR) controller, tuned at the fundamental frequency, which provides 
the required fundamental shunt compensation current ish_f*. The reference current keeps a 
constant DC bus voltage and zero-reactive power from the primary winding, damping also 
the primary current during transients. The primary harmonic currents are compensated 
through R controllers with a reference iprim_h* which is set to zero. This yields the required 
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shunt compensation harmonic currents, ish_h*. The overall compensation current ish* is 
controlled through a PR controller to obtain the required converter shunt output voltage, vsh. 
Primary frequency (ω), synchronizing signal (sin(ωt)prim), secondary voltage magnitude 
(Vsec), and secondary voltage synchronizing signal (sin(ωt)sec) are all obtained through a 
DSOGI-FLL. 
4.3 Simulation Results 
The configuration shown in Fig. 4.1, with the parameters shown in Table 4.1, was 
simulated to examine the operation of CPAT under various scenarios. To investigate the 
effectiveness of series harmonic compensation, the primary voltage was generated through 
a combination of harmonic components 3, 5, 7 and 9, with proportions of 25%, 12.5%, 
6.25% and 3.13% of the fundamental component, respectively. The Shunt harmonics 
compensation was investigated by connecting a non-linear load (shown in Fig. 4.5) at the 
terminals of the secondary winding. This allowed the withdrawal of non-linear, active and 
reactive currents in the harmonic spectrum, consisting of 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th fundamental 
components having the proportions of 23%, 6.34%, 1.56% and 0.85% respectively. The 
secondary voltage-magnitude control was tested by applying voltage disruption during 
operation. Finally, the primary current transient damping was investigated by suddenly 
applying a voltage to the primary winding to observe the inrush current effect, with and 
without compensation. 
Table 4.1.  Simulation Parameters. 
Parameter Value 
Simulation step time 1µsec 
Transformer rated power 50kW 
Turns ratio 1:1 
Average length of core limbs 0.45 m 
Average length of yoke sections 0.2 m 
Core area 0.012 m2 
System voltage 220 V 
Converter rated power 5 kW 
Switching frequency 10 kHz 
Dead band 3µsec 
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Ra, La 15 mΩ, 1.5 mH 
Rca,Ca 2 Ω, 40 µF 
Rb1,Lb1 60 mΩ, 6 mH 
Rb2,Lb2 20 mΩ, 2 mH 
Rcb,Cb 4.7 Ω, 5 µF 
Cdc 5 mF 
Rsec,Lsec 1 Ω, 100mH 
Rsec_l,Lsec_l   Ω,  .5mH 
Rl, Csec_l 5 Ω, 1.1 µF 
 
Fig. 4.5. Non-linear load connected at the secondary winding. 
4.3.1 Harmonics Compensation, Voltage Regulation and Reactive Power 
Compensation 
During a primary voltage sag of 50%, illustrated in Fig. 4.6, the secondary voltage 
magnitude controller increases the fundamental frequency component of the injected series 
voltage (vser) to compensate for this drop. The secondary voltage harmonic content changes 
as the transformer is loaded. This is typically due to the inductive action of the transformer 
under load acting as a filter to reduce the harmonic contents of the secondary voltage. 
However, this process yields a voltage drop in the load voltage, and the presence of a 
magnitude controller is essential. Through the transformer’s design, such a drop can be 
minimized by considering low core-leakage impedance, which yields a higher reluctance 
path of yokes and end limbs. 
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Fig. 4.6. Voltage and current waveforms during 50% primary voltage sag. 
The effect of the sag on the power exchanged between the converter and the grid is 
shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8. The shunt leg of the converter absorbs more active power to 
supply the series leg to supply the difference in voltage.  
 
Fig. 4.7. Active Power variation during a 50% primary voltage sag. 
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Fig. 4.8. Reactive Power variation during a 50% primary voltage sag. 
This pattern can also be observed in the DC bus voltage and current (Fig. 4.9). As the 
series leg demands more power, the DC bus voltage decreases until the shunt controller 
provides sufficient power to the DC bus. 
 
Fig. 4.9. Converter DC voltage and current during 50% primary voltage sag. 
Enabling the shunt harmonics controller results in the injected current, shown in Fig. 
4.10, which includes harmonic components required by the load. The series harmonics 
controller injects harmonic voltages into the series winding, as illustrated inFig. 4.11, to 
attenuate the secondary voltage harmonics.  
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Fig. 4.10. Voltage and current waveforms with shunt harmonics compensation. 
 
Fig. 4.11. Voltage and current waveforms with series harmonic compensation. 
The resulting harmonic components present in the primary current (Fig. 4.12 (a)) are 
significantly reduced relative to the secondary current (Fig. 4.12 (b)). Moreover, the effect 
of the series winding harmonics compensation controller is evident in the secondary voltage, 
shown in Fig. 4.13(b), relative to the primary voltage harmonics (Fig. 4.13 (a)). 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 4.12. Harmonic spectrum of (a)primary current and (b) secondary current. 
 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 4.13. Harmonic spectrum of (a) primary voltage and (b) secondary voltage. 
The magnitude of the current components injected through the shunt converter (Fig. 
4.14(b)) are larger than the required components in the secondary current (Fig. 4.12(b)). 
This difference arises because the shunt converter also compensates for magnetizing current 
harmonics required by the transformer. 
The series harmonics compensator compensates not only for harmonic voltages present 
in the primary, but also for harmonic voltages induced by the non-linear current being 
absorbed by the load and passing through the transformer equivalent reluctance, as 
demonstrated in (3.19). This process can be observed through the series injected voltage 
spectrum in Fig. 4.14(a) compared to Fig. 4.13(a). Moreover, controller parameters and 
filters affect the bandwidth for which compensation is possible, and the inverter output 
voltage and current harmonics also affect the resulting compensation. The series current 
spectrum shown in Fig. 4.15(a) is identical to that of the secondary current in Fig. 4.12(b), 
since both circuits are constructed in series. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 4.14. Harmonic spectrum of (a)series voltage and (b) shunt current. 
 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 4.15. Harmonic spectrum of (a)series current and (b) shunt voltage. 
To enable the reactive power compensator, a shunt reactive current was injected into 
the transformer to eliminate the requirement of reactive power from the primary side (Fig. 
4.16). The reactive power required by the transformer depends on the transformer’s design 
and equivalent impedance. 
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Fig. 4.16. Voltage and current waveforms with reactive power compensation. 
4.3.2 Inrush Current Mitigation 
The reactive power compensation controller presented in Fig. 4.4 can achieve damping 
of the primary current during transients. Therefore, during transformer excitation, the 
required inrush current can be supplied through the shunt winding to the transformer, thus 
reducing its impact on the source grid. The inrush current through the transformer when the 
rated primary voltage was applied with no load is shown in Fig. 4.17. The magnitude, 
harmonics and decay time of the primary current indicate the substantial impact of the inrush 
current on the grid.  
 
Fig. 4.17. Voltage and current waveforms during inrush transient without compensation. 
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Enabling shunt compensation controllers would dampen the primary current magnitude 
during such transients. This is achieved through the reactive power compensation controller, 
which acts directly on the primary current magnitude at fundamental frequency. The 
reference primary current at start-up is zero, as the DC bus is fully charged and thus the 
reactive power compensation controller would maintain zero primary current at 
energization. Moreover, primary current harmonics are mitigated through the primary 
current harmonics controller. This is shown in Fig. 4.18, where the primary current 
magnitude and harmonics are significantly minimized. However, the transformer still 
absorbs the same inrush current to energize through the primary and shunt windings. 
 
Fig. 4.18. Voltage and current waveforms during inrush transient with compensation. 
Due to the strong current passing through shunt winding in this compensation strategy, 
the simulation presented here is based on operating the converter at extreme conditions. 
That is, the current and applied voltage to the filter operate above the nominally rated values 
and below the absolute maximum values. Moreover, the series winding may be shorted at 
start-up, to avoid connection of the filter circuit to the series winding acting as a load. During 
this operation, DC bus control is disabled to avoid absorbing charging current at start-up 
through the shunt winding yielding a higher inrush current. Thus, this operation requires a 
pre-charged DC bus, which discharges during the inrush mitigation, as shown in Fig. 4.19 
and Fig. 4.20. Another issue that is not addressed in the presented controller is the decaying 
DC-offset (Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18), as the inrush current tends to a steady-state. 
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Fig. 4.19. DC bus voltage during inrush mitigation operation. 
 
Fig. 4.20. DC current during inrush mitigation operation. 
A harmonic analysis of the inrush current is shown in Fig. 4.21. This diagram illustrates 
the capacity of the shunt controller to mitigate fundamental and harmonic components 
throughout the inrush current cycles. In turn, this mitigates the peak current required from 
the grid during each cycle, as shown in Fig. 4.22. The performance of this mitigation relies 
on the controller and converter bandwidth. The average over 15 cycles showed a 51.5% 
reduction in the inrush current peak magnitude with the utilized set-up. 
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Fig. 4.21. Harmonic components of primary current during inrush transient without compensation 
(solid line) and with compensation (dashed line). 
 
Fig. 4.22. Peak magnitude of primary current during inrush transient. 
4.4 Experimental Results 
The hardware set-up illustrated in Fig. 4.23 was implemented as shown in Fig. 4.24. The 
model consisted of a 50-kW three-phase core-type transformer, of which four windings 
were used for primary, secondary, shunt compensation and series compensation. Primary 
voltage and compensating voltages were provided through a 21-kW (7 kW/phase) three-
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phase power amplifier, to examine the effect of injecting voltage into the series and shunt 
winding. The three phases of the amplifier U, V and W were used.  
Phase U emulates primary voltage through the reference vprim*, phase V injects a 
controlled shunt compensating current through the reference vsh*, and phase W applies series 
compensating voltage through the reference vser*. The vprim* is generated by OPAL-RT 
independently of the control algorithm, with a defined harmonic spectrum. Control of the 
amplifier is achieved through an OPAL-RT real-time simulator, which includes the entire 
control structure for shunt and series compensation (Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4). The controller 
emulates the DC bus voltage by measuring the output current from the amplifier phases iV 
and iW, which represent shunt and series compensation currents respectively. Data points 
of the results waveform have been captured for plotting and analysis. 
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Fig. 4.23. Single-phase CPAT-UPQC experimental set-up diagram. 
 
Fig. 4.24. Single-phase CPAT-UPQC experimental set-up layout. 
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4.4.1 Harmonics Compensation, Voltage Regulation and Reactive Power 
Compensation 
To investigate the effectiveness of the series compensation controller, a sustained 30% 
voltage sag was applied to the primary winding, as shown in Fig. 4.25, at the instant 
indicated by the vertical line. With a reference of 195 V, the series controller was observed 
injecting an increased fundamental component to compensate for the voltage sag. The 
resulting voltage recovery during the sag was similar to the typical response of a dynamic 
voltage regulator.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 4.25. Experimental waveforms during a 30% voltage sag (a) scope capture and (b) 
replot with scales. 
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Harmonic compensation was performed with a non-linear load connected at 200 V 
(operating voltage). The series harmonic compensation controller’s performance is shown 
in Fig. 4.26 and was enabled at the instant indicated by the vertical line. Fig. 4.26 illustrates 
the transformation of the secondary voltage from a harmonic-rich voltage to a sinusoidal 
voltage. As mentioned earlier, harmonic components present in the secondary voltage arise 
from primary voltage harmonics and load current harmonics. Fig. 4.27 illustrates the 
moment when a sinusoidal voltage was applied to the primary, while the harmonics 
controller of the series winding was disabled and shunt winding was enabled. Enabling the 
shunt harmonics controller at the instant indicated by the vertical line resulted in attenuation 
of the primary current harmonics. However, secondary voltage consisted of harmonic 
components induced by the secondary current as in (3.18). 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 4.26. Experimental waveforms with shunt-series harmonics compensation (a)scope capture and 
(b) replot with scales. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 4.27. Experimental voltage and current waveforms with shunt harmonic compensation (a)scope 
capture and (b)replot with scales. 
Reactive power compensation through the shunt controller was observed through the 
phase shift of the primary current with respect to the primary voltage, shown in Fig. 4.28. 
The shunt controller injected reactive current to the shunt winding, eliminating the required 
reactive power from the primary side for feeding the load and transformer (Fig. 4.29). As 
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shown in Fig. 4.30, active power was supplied through the primary winding and absorbed 
through the shunt winding to maintain a constant DC bus during this operation. 
 
Fig. 4.28. Experimental voltage and current waveforms with reactive power compensation. 
 
Fig. 4.29. Experimental reactive power variation during reactive power controller activation. 
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Fig. 4.30. Experimental active Power variation during reactive power controller activation. 
4.4.2 Inrush Current Mitigation 
The effects of damping the inrush current at the grid side using the shunt controller was 
experimentally investigated. In this case a 60% of the rated transformer voltage was applied 
the primary winding having no-loads connected. The results depicted in Fig. 4.31 evidence 
the appearance of a peak current, the harmonic contents and the transient decay. All this 
phenomena where seen in the simulation results discussed earlier. Once the shunt controller 
is enabled there is a substantial reduction in the peak current magnitude and in the harmonic 
content of the inrush current, as it is shown in Fig. 4.32. 
 
Fig. 4.31. Experimental primary inrush current without shunt compensation. 
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Fig. 4.32. Experimental primary inrush current with shunt compensation. 
Further analysis of the resulting primary current waveform before and after compensation 
is illustrated in Fig. 4.33. A significant reduction in the harmonic components of the primary 
current was observed, which eventually resulted in a reduced peak grid current (Fig. 4.34). 
An average over 15 cycles shows a reduction of 22.3% in the inrush current from the 
primary winding. 
 
Fig. 4.33. Experimental harmonic components of primary current during inrush transient without 
compensation (solid line) and with compensation (dashed line). 
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Fig. 4.34. Experimental peak magnitude of primary current during inrush transient. 
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CHAPTER 
5. 
 
5. Three-Phase CPAT-UPFC 
 
his chapter presents the simulation and experimental analysis of two three-phase 
CPAT configurations. One configuration uses three single-phase CPATs meanwhile 
the other ones uses a shell-type three-phase CPAT. Both CPAT structures were 
evaluated in simulation, considering a UPFC application as well as the elimination 
of transformer magnetizing current harmonics from the grid. In this chapter, a control 
architecture for the shunt and series converters of the CPAT-UPFC is proposed to provide 
the required services. The CPAT-UPFC was tested through simulations and experiments 
considering a power-flow control application between two stiff grids. The CPAT-UPFC was 
simulated as a substation transformer in a 5-bus power system under power-flow control 
and load perturbation in the power system. The acquired real-time simulation and 
experimental results prove the capability of a CPAT-UPFC to provide power flow control, 
reactive power compensation, voltage regulation and harmonics elimination. 
5.1 Configurations 
The configuration in Fig. 3.4 was implemented using the topology illustrated in Fig. 5.1. 
A three-phase back-to-back converter was connected to the shunt and series windings of the 
CPAT. As in a typical UPFC, the shunt converter operated as a current controlled voltage 
source inverter (CCVSI) equipped with an LCL filter. The filter parameters L1sh, Csh and 
L2sh were selected based on the required attenuation of switching frequency harmonics and 
resonance frequency. The damping of the filter’s resonance was achieved thanks to the shunt 
damping resistance (Rsh). The converter was connected in a three-phase 4-wire topology to 
facilitate the capacity to inject triplen harmonic current in the shunt windings. The 
magnetizing harmonic currents required by the transformer were evident. Therefore, 
injecting such harmonic current components through the shunt winding would prevent their 
appearance at the grid side. The shunt converter controller maintains a constant DC bus 
voltage (vdc1, vdc2) over each DC bus capacitor (Cdc) and controls the shunt converter current 
T   
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(ip2sh). The primary voltage (vp1) and current (ip1) were measured to synchronize the shunt 
converter voltage (vp2) with the vp1 and to provide the required services to ip1. The output 
PWM signals of the shunt converter controller drove the converter switches of the shunt 
converter to control the shunt current according to the required reference. 
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Fig. 5.1. Back-to-back converter topology for the three-phase CPAT. 
The series inverter operated as a voltage source inverter, equipped with an LC filter to 
attenuate switching frequency harmonics of the output voltage (vp3). Similarly, the filter 
parameters Lser, Cser and Rser were selected based on the required attenuation of switching 
frequency harmonics and resonance damping. The secondary voltage (vp4) and current (ip4) 
were measured to control the series voltage (vp3) according to the required services provided 
to ip4. The output PWM signals from the series converter controller drove the series inverter 
to achieve the required reference series voltage. As shown in Fig. 5.1, each phase of the 
primary, shunt, series and secondary winding were linked in a common CPAT core, 
resulting in a three-phase CPAT configuration. 
An average model of both converters, accompanied by the linear model of the CPAT, are 
shown in Fig. 3.15. This system can be utilized to investigate the performance of a CPAT 
in low- to mid-frequency transients. The average model neglects the effect of the switching 
frequency harmonics by using a linearly controlled voltage source, as shown in Fig. 5.2. 
Because harmonics are not considered in this model, a three-phase three-wire converter 
configuration was used. The common DC bus was emulated at each model sample instant 
(vdc) using the measured shunt converter power (P2) and series converter power (P3) as 
demonstrated in (5.1). 
𝑣𝑑𝑐1 = 𝑣𝑑𝑐2 = −
1
2
∫
𝑃2 + 𝑃3
𝐶𝑑𝑐𝑣𝑑𝑐
𝑑𝑡   (5.1) 
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Fig. 5.2. Average model of the three-phase CPAT and back-to-back converter. 
5.2 Control 
The control architecture for the previously analysed objectives is presented in Fig. 5.3(a) 
and Fig. 5.3(b) respectively. As discussed earlier, the objectives of the shunt converter 
controller are as follows: to maintain a constant DC bus voltage based on the reference DC 
bus voltage (Vdc*), to regulate reactive power through the primary based on the reference 
reactive power (Q1*), and to eliminate harmonic components present in the primary current. 
The measured values for these objectives are vp1, ip1, ip2sh, vdc1 and vdc2. The series converter 
controller simultaneously controls the active and reactive power flow through the secondary 
winding of the CPAT, based on the reference active (P4*) and reactive (Q4*) power. 
Moreover, Q4* can be set through a controller that regulates a load bus voltage (Vload). The 
measured variables for these control objectives are vp4, ip4 and vload. Both ip2sh and series 
converter current (ip3ser) are also used for over-current protection in each converter.  
Measurements from each architecture were sampled through a sample and hold block 
(Fig. 5.3) to obtain the n sample value of each measured variable. The synchronization 
system uses the measured voltages to determine their equivalent frequency (ꞷ), 
synchronizing signals (sin(ꞷt), cos(ꞷt)), magnitude (V) and synchronous reference-frame 
components (vα, vβ). These signals, along with the measured variables and reference 
variables, were passed to the equivalent controller, which determined the required 
modulation of the converter (M). Finally, the PWM module determined the equivalent 
switching state of each switch (g) to achieve the required control objectives. 
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Fig. 5.3. Control architectures of (a) Shunt Converter Controller and (b) Series Converter Controller. 
5.2.1 Shunt Controller 
The shunt controller block, shown in Fig. 5.4, received the signals from the 
synchronization block and sampled variables to determine the required shunt current 
delivered through the converter.  
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Fig. 5.4. Shunt Controller block structure. 
The shunt controller block consisted of four sub-controllers: DC bus controller, reactive 
power controller, harmonics controller and a shunt current controller. The DC bus 
compensation stage maintained the DC bus voltage at a constant level through two PI 
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controllers for maintaining a constant total DC bus voltage and a balanced voltage across 
the split capacitors. The controllers determined the active (I2d*) and zero sequence (I20*) 
components of the shunt winding current. The reactive component (I2q*) was determined 
through the reactive power controller, which consisted of a PI controller that determined the 
required reactive current component (I2q*) to achieve the reference reactive power (Q1*) 
through the primary winding. Feedback reactive power through the primary winding is 
calculated through (5.2).  
𝑄1 =
1
√3
[𝑣11 𝑣21 𝑣31] [
0 −1 1
1 0 −1
−1 1 0
] [
𝑖11
𝑖21
𝑖31
]     (5.2) 
In the harmonics compensation stage, the active, reactive and zero sequence components 
of the reference shunt current were transformed into their equivalent fundamental phase 
current values (ip2f*). The harmonics controller measured the primary current (ip1), and 
through cascaded resonant controllers tuned to h harmonic orders, the reference harmonic 
shunt current (ip2h*) was determined. The calculated ip2h* injected through the shunt winding 
compensated for the harmonic currents required from the primary winding; thus, only 
fundamental component current flowed through the primary. The resultant shunt reference 
currents (ip2*) were controlled through the shunt current controller, consisting of a 
proportional resonant (PR) controller tuned to the fundamental frequency. The measured 
and controlled current could be set to ip2sh or ip2 according to performance requirements. The 
resultant reference shunt voltage (vp2*) is divided by the DC bus voltage to achieve the 
required shunt converter modulation index (Mp2). 
5.2.2 Series Controller 
The series controller shown in Fig. 5.5 consists of three stages: a reference reactive power 
calculation, a secondary current calculation and a secondary current controller.  
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Fig. 5.5. Series Controller block structure. 
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The reference reactive power (Q4*) is set either manually or through a secondary voltage 
controller that determines the required reactive power to maintain the reference load voltage 
(Vload*). The secondary current calculation determines the equivalent stationary reference-
frame secondary current (iα , iβ ), based on the reference active and reactive power (P4*, Q4*) 
using the stationary reference-frame secondary voltage (vα , vβ ). Equation (5.3) summarises 
the calculations. 
[𝑖𝛼4 𝑖𝛽4] =
1
𝑣𝛼42 + 𝑣𝛽42
[𝑃4
∗ 𝑄4
∗] [
𝑣𝛼4 −𝑣𝛽4
𝑣𝛽4 𝑣𝛼4
]      (5.3) 
Using the secondary synchronizing signals (sin(ꞷt)4, cos(ꞷt)4), iα  and iβ  are transformed 
to their equivalent three-phase quantities (ip4*). A PR controller tuned to the fundamental 
frequency (ꞷ4) controls the secondary current (ip4) to match the reference ip4*. The resultant 
reference series voltage (vp3*) is divided by the DC bus voltage (vdc) to determine the 
modulation index of the series converter (Mp4). 
5.3 Simulation Results 
Using the modelling approach discussed in Chapter 3, the CPAT configurations in Fig. 
3.4 and Fig. 3.5 were modelled based on the parameters presented in Table 5.1. The 
transformer model consists of number of turns N, limb length lL, yoke length lY and limb 
area A. Common core yokes between phases in Fig. 3.5 were considered double the area of 
other yokes (m2=2). All core material follow a flux density (B) and flux intensity (H) 
relationship shown in Fig. 3.12. 
The three-phase CPAT was tested considering a stiff grid connection condition and as a 
substation transformer in a 5-bus power system. In the stiff grid scenario, the primary and 
secondary winding were connected to a common stiff grid as shown in Fig. 5.6. In this 
condition, there is no power flow between the primary and secondary since both are excited 
by an equal voltage. Therefore, only the magnetizing current of the CPAT would be divided 
between both windings to excite the core. A magnitude and sweep test was further 
preformed on the configuration in Fig. 3.5. Three-phase shell type CPAT for UPFC 
applications. to investigate the operation of the three-phase shell-type CPAT as well. 
v11 v21 v31
i11
i21
i31
Primary 
windings
v14v24v34
i14
i24
i34
Secondary 
windings  
Fig. 5.6. Stiff grid connection to primary and secondary windings. 
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Table 5.1. CPAT and Converters Parameters. 
Parameter Value 
Grid voltage/phase 220V 
vp1, vp2, vp3, vp4 
240V, 240V, 
480V,240V 
ip1, ip2, ip3, ip4 70A, 7.2A, 7.2A, 70A 
Rpk, Rc 0.02 p.u., 0.02p.u. 
lL, lY 0.51m, 0.3m 
A 0.0156 m2 
Np1, Np2, Np3, Np4 50, 50, 100, 50 
Vdc 700V 
Sampling Frequency, Switching 
Frequency 
10kHz 
Cdc 20mF 
L1sh, L2sh, Lser 6mH, 2mH, 7mH 
Rsh, Rser 4.7Ω, 2. 5 Ω 
Csh, Cser 5µF, 10µF 
To investigate the operation of a three-phase CPAT in a power system, the CPAT was 
used in a 5-bus power system study case, as the one shown in Fig. 5.7. The study case set-
up consisted of two machines, G1 and G2, rated 1000MVA and 1200MVA, respectively. 
The CPAT was placed between the generator bus (B1) and the transmission bus (B3) to 
replace a 1000MVA step-up transformer for the 50km transmission line to the load bus 
(B5). The CPAT was modelled according to the configuration shown in Fig. 5.2 with the 
equivalent parameters presented in Table 5.2. 
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B1
230kV
B2
230kV
B3
500kV
B4
500kV
B5
500kV
100 MW
65km double circuit line
Grid
15000 MVA
1200MVA
13.8kV
1000MVA
13.8kV
1000MVA
T4
800MVA
CPAT
500MW
750 MVAR
T= 15 secs
G1 T1
T3
T2 G2
Load Bus
 
Fig. 5.7. Single-line diagram of 5-bus power system case study with a three-phase CPAT model. 
Table 5.2. Parameters of the Average CPAT and Converter Model. 
Parameter Value 
Simulation step-time 0.1µsec 
Rated Power/CPAT 333MVA 
vp1, vp2, vp3, vp4 138.5kV, 138.5kV, 138.5kV,288.6kV 
Rpk, Repm 0.002 p.u., 500 p.u. 
Lpk, Lepm, L0 0.002 p.u., 500 p.u., 0.003 p.u. 
vdc1, vdc2 250kV 
Control sampling frequency 10kHz 
In this system, the series winding of the CPAT-UPFC was utilized to control active 
power through the 50km transmission line and regulate the load bus voltage (Vload). Due to 
the fact that the CPAT-UPFC was not connected at the load bus, a 100msec delay in the 
measured load bus voltage was considered to account for communication delay [98]. The 
CPAT also regulated reactive power absorbed between B1 and B3 through its shunt 
winding. A 500MW,750MVAR load was suddenly connected on bus B5 at T=15secs to 
investigate the effectiveness of a CPAT to regulate the load bus voltage as well as the power 
flow through the system. 
5.3.1 Three single-phase CPATs stiff-grid connection 
The primary and secondary were excited with the same voltage, as shown in Fig. 5.6, 
while the shunt and series converters injected zero current and voltage respectively. The 
primary current consisted mainly of 3rd, 5th and 7th-order harmonics, as shown in Fig. 5.8(a). 
Because there was no power flow between the primary and secondary in this scenario, the 
primary current consisted mainly of fundamental CPAT magnetizing current and DC bus 
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regulation current. The shunt harmonics controller tuned to these frequencies eliminated 
these components from the primary current waveform, as shown in Fig. 5.8(b). 
Uncompensated higher-order harmonics were not a concern because these harmonic 
currents would not be magnified, as the primary current increased beyond the magnetizing 
current and yet would remain below standards. The shunt reactive power controller, set with 
a reference of 0 VAR, was enabled so that the shunt converter supplied the reactive power 
required by the CPAT, as shown in Fig. 5.9. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5.8. Primary and secondary current waveform and harmonics spectrum. (a) without harmonics 
compensation and (b) with harmonics compensation. 
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Fig. 5.9. Active and reactive power through the primary and shunt winding with enabled Reactive 
Power Controller. 
The secondary current controller was enabled, with a reference of 5 kW and 0 kVAR 
between the primary and secondary (Figure 5.10). The series converter supplied reactive 
power to the series winding to alter the equivalent impedance between the primary and 
secondary windings. The power injected to the grid by the secondary winding was received 
by the primary winding as illustrated in Fig. 5.11. The DC bus controller maintained a 
constant DC bus voltage throughout the operation, as illustrated in Fig. 5.12. The resultant 
primary and secondary current waveform from this reference is shown in Fig. 5.13. The 
diagram illustrates the effectiveness of the harmonics controller in attenuating the primary 
current harmonics at the tuned frequencies throughout the operation. 
 
Fig. 5.10. Active and reactive power through the secondary and series winding during activation of 
the Secondary Current Controller. 
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Fig. 5.11. Active and reactive power through the primary and shunt windings during step change in 
reference output power. 
 
Fig. 5.12. DC bus voltage during change in reference output power. 
 
Fig. 5.13. Primary and secondary current waveform and harmonics spectrum with all controllers 
enabled. 
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5.3.2 Three-phase shell-type CPAT sweep test 
Considering a common voltage at the primary and secondary windings of the CPAT in 
Fig. 5.6, a magnitude and angle sweep test was performed on the series winding with a 
maximum voltage of 480V/phase. The result illustrated in Fig. 5.14 shows the ability of the 
CPAT to control the active and reactive power flow between primary and secondary 
according to the applied series voltage. Under such test conditions, the series winding 
supplies reactive power to vary the impedance between the primary and secondary, thus 
varying the power flow between them. The contour shown in Fig. 5.14, illustrates the 
maximum permissible power flow control that can be maintained with the selected series 
converter in Table 5.2. Based on the utilized model and converter, up to 23% of the 
maximum power can be controlled using the selected series converter. The relationship 
between the maximum power flow control that can be achieved with the utilized CPAT and 
series converter power is shown in Fig. 5.15.  
 
Fig. 5.14. Sweep test of three-phase shell type CPAT and its equivalent contour showing operation 
limits. 
 
Fig. 5.15. Relationship between series converter power limit and maximum power flow. 
To investigate the effect of the common limb in a three-phase shell type CPAT, the 
common yokes are assumed to be 1.3 times the size of other yokes (m2=1.3). A comparison 
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of harmonic contents between three single-phase CPATs and three-phase shell type CPAT 
is shown in Fig. 5.16. The results illustrate the similarity between both configurations 
results, and the effectiveness of the shunt converter in eliminating the tuned harmonic 
components. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5.16. Harmonic spectrum of primary and secondary current with compensation. (a) Three-single 
phase CPATs and (b) Three-phase shell type CPAT. 
5.3.3 Three-single phase CPATs in 5-bus power system 
This analysis examined the operation of the CPAT-UPFC system, with and without 
compensation, under a sudden load connection in the power system (Fig. 5.7). All power 
references were set to the nominal power-flow values before load connection with 
P4*=330MW, Q4*=-30MVAR, Q1*=-25MVAR, Vload=500kV and vdc*=500kV. Once these 
references were set, the behaviour of the system was compared to a system without a CPAT-
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UPFC controller (i.e. both shunt and series converters disabled). Fig. 5.17 illustrates the 
effect of load connection at T = 15 secs on the power-system sources. The CPAT displayed 
significant damping on G1 (Fig. 5.17(a)), shifting the oscillations to G2 (Fig. 5.17(c)) and 
to the grid (Fig. 5.17(e)). Moreover, reactive power requirements were reduced, as shown 
in Fig. 5.17(b), Fig. 5.17(d) and Fig. 5.17(f), because the CPAT mainly supplied reactive 
power to compensate for the load. 
 
Fig. 5.17. Output active and reactive power through grid sources during load connection (a-b) G1, 
(c-d) G2 and (e-f) grid. 
The CPAT was controlled considering constant references. Fig. 5.18 shows the output 
active and reactive power through different grid sources. The reactive power flowing 
through the transformer primary winding, shown in Fig. 5.18 (b), was significantly reduced 
because the shunt converter (Fig. 5.18(f)) supplied such power. In addition, the shunt 
converter supplied the increased reactive power demand at the load bus, as shown in Fig. 
5.18 (d). Primary and secondary active power damping, shown in Fig. 5.18(a) and Fig. 5.18 
(c), were achieved through the series converter controller. The damping effect was evident 
in the series converter action (Fig. 5.18(g)) as it absorbed active power to maintain a 
constant secondary current at the load connection instant. The shunt winding supplied this 
power to the primary, as shown in Fig. 5.18(e). Later, the series converter supplied the 
steady-state required active and reactive power to maintain the required secondary power 
reference, as shown in Fig. 5.18(g–h). 
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Fig. 5.18. Output active and reactive power through the CPAT during load connection (a-b) primary, 
(c-d) secondary, (e-f) shunt and (g-h) series. 
The regulation effect on the load bus voltage and DC bus voltage during load connection 
is shown in Fig. 5.19. The communication delay affected the damping of the load voltage 
oscillation. However, the voltage drop of 5% at the load bus was compensated for through 
the CPAT, as shown in Fig. 5.19(a). The tuning effect of the voltage controller on the 
response with a communication delay was not investigated in this study. 
The DC bus voltage increased during the load connection, as shown in Fig. 5.19(b), 
because the series converter absorbed active power (Fig. 5.18(g)). Fig. 5.19(b) shows the 
DC bus recharging to maintain a constant voltage when the shunt converter absorbed active 
power and injected reactive power to the grid, as presented in Fig. 5.18(e–f).  
 
Fig. 5.19. Voltage profile during load connection (a) load bus and (b) DC bus voltage. 
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5.4 Experimental Results 
The laboratory set-up shown in Fig. 5.20 consisted of three multi-winding three-phase 
transformers and two 5-kW back-to-back converters, connected according to the 
configuration in Fig. 5.1. All transformer parameters are presented in Table 5.1. The primary 
and secondary windings were connected according to the configuration shown in Fig. 5.6. 
Each converter was controlled through a DS1103 controller board, with a sampling and 
switching frequency of 10kHz. In order to investigate the improvement in the stability of 
the 5-bus power system when using a CPAT, a real-time simulation of the system using 
OPAL-RT was performed.  
 
Fig. 5.20. Laboratory setup layout of the three-phase CPAT-UPFC. 
5.4.1 Three single-phase CPAT stiff-grid connection 
The set-up was initiated with the DC bus controller enabled, to maintain a constant DC 
bus for the set-up operation. During this state, the harmonic spectrum of the primary current 
consisted mainly of 3rd and 5th-order harmonics, of 55% and 18% magnitude respectively, 
as shown in Fig. 5.21(a). The 2nd and 7th-order harmonics represented 2% of the magnetizing 
current. With the harmonics controller tuned to 3rd, 5th and 7th-order frequencies, the 
harmonics present in the primary current were mitigated, with each component reduced by 
more than 95% (Fig. 5.21(b)). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5.21. Experimental primary current waveform and harmonics spectrum. (a) without harmonics 
compensation and (b) with harmonics compensation. 
The reactive power compensation controller was set to decrease the reactive power 
through the primary to zero, as shown in Fig. 5.22. At that instant, the shunt winding current 
increased, as shown in Fig. 5.22(a), so that the 1.8 kVAR required from the primary (Fig. 
5.22(b)) was supplied through the shunt converter. The 1.8 kVAR represented the CPAT 
vp1, vp4 
ip1 
vp1, vp4 
ip1 
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magnetizing power. At steady-state, the shunt converter supplied the reactive power 
required by the CPAT and secondary winding. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5.22. Experimental results of shunt converter operation with Reactive Power Compensator 
controller set to 0kVAR. (a) voltage and current waveforms, (b) active, reactive power through the 
primary and shunt windings. 
vp1,vp4 
ip1 
vp2 
ip2 
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The series converter was set with a minus-5kW reference for secondary power, so that an 
extra 5 kW would be absorbed from the primary to the secondary and fed to the grid. 
Activation of the secondary current controller with the pre-set reference resulted in an 
increase in the secondary current, shown in Fig. 5.23(a), corresponding to the required 
output power (Fig. 5.23(b)). 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5.23. Experimental results of series converter operation with Secondary Current Controller set 
to -5kW. (a) voltage and current waveforms, (b) active, reactive power through the secondary and 
series windings. 
vp1,vp4 
ip4 
vp3 
ip3 
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The series converter supplied mainly reactive power, using approximately 25% of the 
rated converter power, to change the power flow in the transformer by 10% of its rated 
power. At the same instant, the primary current increased (Fig. 5.24(a)) to supply the 
required active power by the secondary winding and transformer core (Fig. 5.24(b)). 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5.24. Experimental results of primary and shunt winding power during activation of Secondary 
Current Controller set to -5kW. (a) voltage and current waveforms, (b) active, reactive power 
through the primary and shunt windings. 
vp1, vp4 
ip1 
vp2 
ip2 
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Moreover, the shunt converter absorbed an extra 570 W to maintain a constant DC bus 
voltage while supplying the series converter with its required active power. Fig. 5.25 
illustrates this scenario, where the DC bus voltage increased to the nominal value after 
activation of the secondary current controller. 
 
 
Fig. 5.25. DC bus voltage during activation of the Secondary Current Controller with DC Bus 
voltage controller enabled. 
5.4.2 Three-single phase CPATs in a 5-bus power system 
Using the OPAL-RT, a real-time simulation of the 5-bus power system was performed to 
investigate the stability of the power system with the CPAT in operation. The effect of the 
CPAT on G1, G2 and the grid during the connection of the 500 MW and 750 MVAR shown 
in Fig. 5.26(a), validated the simulation results in Fig. 5.17. Similar reductions were 
observed for G1 active and reactive power oscillations and for G2 reactive power. Fig. 
5.27(b) illustrates the reduced primary and secondary winding oscillations and the 
regulation of power by the shunt and series controllers. Similarly, the real-time simulation 
results of the load bus voltage and DC bus voltage, shown in Fig. 5.18, match with the 
results presented in Section 5.3.3. These results together validate the functionality of the 
CPAT in a power system. 
  
vdc1, vdc2 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5.26. Real-time simulation of the active and reactive power through the 5-bus power system 
without CPAT controllers enabled (black lines) and with CPAT controllers enabled. (a) Grid sources  
and (b) CPAT windings. 
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Fig. 5.27. Real-time simulation of the load voltage and DC bus voltage during load connection 
without CPAT controllers activated (black line) and with CPAT controllers enabled. 
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CHAPTER 
6. 
 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
6.1 Conclusion 
The work presented in this PhD dissertation was devoted to the introduction, description, 
analysis and validation of the CPAT which has shown the ability to combine series and 
shunt power conditioning in a single transformer, giving rise to a system that goes beyond 
the state of the art and is able to provide promising functionalities.  
In addition to the technical feasibility of the CPAT, the effectiveness of the proposed 
device in terms of cost and size reduction was proven through the decrease in the equivalent 
core-size, number of windings and supplementary manufacturing requirements when 
compared to multiple transformer compensation approach.  
In this PhD a single-phase CPAT has been presented and analyzed in terms of operation 
and design considerations. Moreover, the possibility for extension to three-phase and multi-
phase CPAT shows the expandability of the proposed transformer. Simulation and 
experimental results of the CPAT-UPQC show the ability of the transformer to achieve 
compensation of primary current harmonics and reactive power. Moreover, the CPAT is 
able to provide secondary voltage regulation and harmonics compensation under severe 
operating conditions. Based on the analysis and results presented, in terms of integration of 
power converters in transformers, the CPAT shows a competitive and cost-effective 
solution. In addition to these features, the shunt compensation system is able to provide 
inrush current mitigation during energization of the transformer, reducing the effect of 
inrush current on the source grid. 
A three-phase CPAT has also been proposed in two possible configurations. Both 
configurations were modeled and analyzed based on their equivalent magnetic circuit 
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showing that both configurations operate identically. Moreover, core structure of the three-
phase shell type transformer has been compared to several shunt-series compensation 
configurations to investigate the limitations and benefits of a three-phase CPAT. The 
analysis shows that the three-phase CPAT can be mostly beneficial when utilized instead of 
a compensation system consisting of multiple three-phase transformers. In addition, the 
CPAT requires a reduced number of windings as well as supporting structure and protection 
equipment.  
In order to validate the performance of the CPAT in applications linked to electrical 
networks support, linear and non-linear modeling approaches of a CPAT has been presented 
and investigated under stiff-grid operation and in a 5-bus power system model. Finally, 
simulation and experimental analysis of a power flow control application shows the 
applicability of a three-phase CPAT to effectively achieve shunt and series services to the 
grid through fractional power converters. 
The analysis in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 have considered the magnetic circuit of the 
transformers presented in Chapter 3 to realize the interaction between different windings in 
the core of a CPAT. Such simulations have represented the state of operation under low 
equivalent series and shunt impedance of the transformer core. Furthermore, the 
experimental transformer was rated at 2.1kV at each limb to account for a regular three-
phase transformer design with a low core reluctance. 
These simulations and experiments have shown the operation of a CPAT for low 
frequency disturbances to voltage and current waveform of the grid and load respectively. 
Such disturbances have been attenuated in a single-phase system through simulations of a 
switching converter and experiments using a linear amplifier in Chapter 4. Moreover, the 
proposed three-phase systems have been tested in Chapter 5 through simulations and 
experiments of a switching converter and through simulation of a linear converter in a 5-
bus power system. 
6.2 Future Work 
As discussed in the previous Chapters and concluded in the previous section, the CPAT 
has been considered for low frequency performance. Moreover, cost comparison in terms 
of iron to copper requirements of the proposed configurations has not been evaluated. Since 
in principle the CPAT presents an integrated FACTS solution, it is necessary to realize the 
break-even point of such a structure as compared to modern compensation solutions. This 
can be achieved through the realization of manufacturing requirements while taking into 
consideration the principle assumptions presented in this thesis which includes low 
equivalent transformer core reluctance and increased coupling between windings. 
Further applications, configurations and theories may be investigated using the CPAT 
which include and limited to: 
 
• Direct converter connection to auxiliary windings (excluding a filter). Considering 
the CPAT’s auxiliary windings form an equivalent series inductor. This integrated 
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filtering may be interesting to resolve filter size and cost of an off-the-shelf 
converter. 
• Utilization of the generalized CPAT structure presented in Chapter 3 to create a 
cascaded connection between several converters. Such an approach aids the 
formation of an isolated multilevel output voltage waveform through a single 
transformer. This resolves the un-isolated connection of multilevel converters 
which require an isolated transformer per converter for safe operation. 
• Utilization of energy storage within the DC bus of the back-to-back configuration 
in a CPAT may be investigated to realize the impact of a distribution or 
transmission CPAT on the power system. In such a study, optimal allocation of 
compensation devices can be assessed based on the available transformer stations. 
Hence this would provide the flexibility of upgrading a substation transformer 
rather than installing a compensation system. 
• The CPAT may be economically assessed based on the principle that it allows the 
manufacturer to salvage an installed distribution transformer and reuse the core 
materials. A typical compensation system is formed by manufacturing and 
installing it. However, a CPAT can upgrade an existing transformer by reusing its 
core materials to build the new CPAT. 
• A reliability comparison between a CPAT and a power electronics-based 
transformer may reveal the difference between depending on a single integrated 
transformer rather than power electronics modules. Moreover, it should be noted 
that the CPAT enables interconnection between primary and secondary areas even 
if the power electronics module is faulty. This is not the case with power 
electronics-based transformers. 
• Other control techniques and configurations can be investigated for inrush current 
mitigation. This includes per-charging the CPAT before grid connection through 
its auxiliary windings using an energy source. 
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A. Laboratory Experimental Setup 
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A. 1.  Laboratory setup connection diagram 
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A.2. Connection diagram of each CPAT. 
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A. 3. Transformer terminal windings connection. 
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A. 4. Experimental setup layout. 
 
A. 5. Experimental setup transformers arrangement 
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